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Civic Music
Association Has
Kickoff Event
Sunday, Sept. 9 marked the twentyfirst consecutive year of Murray Civic
Music kickoff celebration.
Approximately 110 persons attended
the event,that began at 5:30 p.m. at the
University branch of the Bank of
Murray. Mrs. Jack Winter, Civic Music
president greeted each individual.
The candlelit room featured three
large tables decorated with rainbow
arrangements of fall flowers, red
candles, and crudites, dip, colorful
sandwiches, fruits, cakes and cookies
served in wood trays, bowls and
baskets.
Joe Jackson played background
music on the piano. Dr. and Mrs.
Raymond Roof, charter sustaining
patrons who travel from Paducah to
attend MCMA attractions said they felt
our association "needed their support."
Mrs. Margaret Whitnel, a "worker"
from Fulton since MCM's inception 21
years ago said it's "wonderful to be a
part" of such an association. She went
on to say that Murray has many of the
"advantages of a large city."
After many had eaten, Mrs. Winter
paid tribute to those who continue to
make the Murray Civic Music
Association possible. With Jackson
playing the opening bars of each
selection. Winter saluted the following:
Corporate sponsors and benefactors "We've grown Accustomed to Your
Help!;
Sustaining patrons and patrons "You're Just Too Marvelous for
Words";
Our
"You're
Workers
Everything";
Out-of-town workers - "It's Wonderful! It's Marvelous'" what you do
for us;
Murray State University - ''Thanks
for the (Memory) Lovett Auditorium
exits and the many gifts";
Kentucky Arts Commission and
Southern Arts Federation - "It Had to
be You";
Board of directors, Civic Music "What a Swell Party This Is";
The media, Matt Sanders, Ledger
and Times, Marian Hattenbach, WKMS, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Parker, WSJP -

"You Do (Something to Me) So Much
for Us!";
The 1979-1980 season - "It's Magic!"
Mrs. Winter went on to mention the
attractions for this new season:
Atlanta Symphony Orchestra, Robert
Shaw, music director and conductor
(Leon Bates, piano soloist), Friday,
Oct. 12, 8:15 p.m.;
Moscow Pops Orchestra (Nekrasov
Russian Folk Orchestra with Stars of
the Boishoi Theatre), Friday, Oct. 26,
8:15 p.m.;
Bohemian State Folk Ballet of
Prague, Sunday, Nov. 25, 3:00 p.m.;
Janina Fialkowska (pianist and highly
recommended protege of Artur
Rubenstein) - Sunday, March 23, 1980,
3:00 p.m.
As Dr. Armin Clark said, "This is
another fine series, which seems to get
better every year."
Behind the scenes of the day's activities, many worked all day Sunday,
as well as weeks' ahead in planning the
kickoff including Norinne Winter,
president; Neva Grey Allbritten,
treasurer; Betty Lowry, membership
secretary; board members Libby Hart,
Kathryn Carman, Jack Winter and
A.W. Simmons, Jr. Special thanks was
offered to newcomer-to-Murray Mrs.
Susan Hart, wife of Dr. William Hart,
who pitched in and helped everyone.
(Continued on Page 9)

Coed Transferred
I
To Paducah Hospital
Following Accident
MSU

A Murray State University student
was transferred from the MurrayCalloway County Hospital to Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah, with head and other
injuries following an car accident
Sunday.
Tamara Buchanon, 18, Route 2,
Kevil, was injured when she lost control
of her car while passing another vehicle
on Kentucky 783, one-half mile north of
Penny, according to Kentucky State
Police reports. The reports added she
hit a tree and was pinned in the car for
about 30 minutes.
The Murray Fire Department used
the "jaws" to free her from the
wreckage.
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DEMOCRATIC RALLY — Democratic gubernatorial candidate John Y,4?
Brown Jr., second from right, awaits his turn to speak at the countywide
Democratic rally and barbecue dinner held Saturday night at the West
Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center. Members of the statewide
ticket pictured are, left to right, Alben W. Barkley II, candidate for commissioner of agriculture; Martha Layne Collins, candidate for lieutenant
governor Brown; and Steven Beshear,candidate for attorney general.
Staff Photo Bv Rick Orr

Budget Committee Head Vows
To Resist Any Tax Cut For 1980
By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The chairman of the House Budget Committee
today recommended increased spending for energy, defense and antirecession programs but vowed to resist
any tax cut for 1980.
The package outlined by Rep. Robert
Giaimo, D-Conn., would raise the
federal deficit by $10 billion above the
$23-billion level anticipated just four
months ago. Most of the proposed
spending increases were blamed on
lingering, inflation and the new
recession.
Even as Republicans pressed for a
major individual and business tax cut,
Giaimo told a news conference "It
would be the absolute height of folly" to
cut taxes at this time. "It would be a
disaster."
As his committee prepared to draft a
final federal budget for the next 12
months, Malmo said the higher
spending figures do not mean Congress
should abandon its goal of balancing the
budget.
"If we can continue to exercise
spending discipline, if the recession is
as short-lived as anticipated, and if we
can develop strategies to bring inflation
under control, that goal Is still attainable," Glaimo said
"In the meantime, however, we must
face the fact that inflation, the
economic downturn and our need to
respond to overriding national concerns
such as the energy crisis will not permit
,the lower deficit level targeted in the
spring," he added
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The budget recommended by Giaimo
would limit spending in fiscal 1980, the
12 months beginning on Oct. 1, to $549.8
billion, or $7.1 billion above the level
proposed by the Senate Budget Committee. The Senate panel anticipates a
deficit of $28 billion.
To reach that figure, however,
Congress would have to cut spending
for several programs a total of $4 billion
below level approved in May.

The Senate Budget Committee will
press the Senate to require such cuts
later this week. But Malmo said he
would have to discuss such procedures
with other members of his panel before
deciding whether to ask the House to
take similar action.
Giaimo agreed that spending
restraint is the best medicine for curing
inflation.

Government Investigates
GM Transmission Failure
By JEFFREY MILLS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
government is investigating whether
General Motors Corporation built
transmissions for about four million
cars that can wear out early and
present owners with repair bills of
about $400.
The Federal Trade Commission
investigation, not publicly announced
by the agency, is described in a legal
document filed by General Motors
arguing that it should not be required to
turn over documents demanded for the
probe.
The transmissions have been used
beginning with the 1976 model year in a
wide range of GM passenger car
models.
The Center for Auto Safety, s
Washington consumer gip that Ralph
Nader helped found, said in March a

a major design problem is leading to
premature failure In the Series 200
transmissions.
Center Executive Director Clarence
Dillow said "1,200 complaints that we
have received show that this is a major
problem. And the transmissions cost
about$400 a crack when they have to be
repaired."
He said the transmission was
designed for the 2,100-pound Chevrolet
Chevette. It has been used in vehicles
up to the 3,765-pound Caprice, Ditlow
said.
Phil Workman, a GM spokesman,
said, "There has been no widespread
failure of the four million GM
automatic 200 transmissions produced
thus far. All transmissions in GM
vehicles are selected by our engineers
for use in a particular vehicle. The
weight of the car is matched to the
power train, which includes the engine,
transmission and differential," he said.

Brown Speaks
At Local Rally
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
"I don't look at Kentucky's problems,
I look at its opportunities," Democratic
gubernatorial candidate John Y. Brown
Jr. told a Calloway County Democratic
rally of approximately 450 Saturday
night.
The gathering, which featured all
except one of the statewide Democratic
ticket, was held at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center and
followed a barbecue dinner. The rally
was delayed about one hour pending the
arrival of Brown, who flew by
helicopter from Bardwell where he had
been campaigning with his father, John
Y. Brown.
"I feel strongly about the potential of
our state, however Kentucky needs an
economic base that we haven't had
before," Brown said.
While acknowledging that he is a
businessman, not a farmer, Brown told
the residents of the largely agrarian
county that farming is a business. "I
don't know how to grow tobacco," the
candidate said, "but if you grow it, I'll
help you sell it."
Brown made no apology for his
business background in countering a
sznall group of hecklers who were
apparently from the camp of
Republican candidate Louie B. Nunn.
The group had shouted questions about
his connection with the Kentucky
Colonels basketball team.
Brown said, "What Kentucky has to
sell is our greatest asset. When I bought
the Colonels, I thought it was an investment in the state to give Louisville
its first pro sports team.
"There's nothing wrong with
selling," Brown said. "Everything in
my life has been done with selling, and
when you think of it, all of our lives are
involved with selling one thing or
another, whether it is selling your wife
on what a good husband you are or
selling your boss on your worth as an
employee," he continued.
Calling the tactics of his opponent
"old politics," Brown said the people of
Kentucky "want a new day." He
claimed this could be accomplished
with his election, making him the first
businessman in 187 years to run the
state's government.
Brown said, "When you think about
it, outside of health, family and
religion, there is nothing more important in life than government."

The candidate praised his running
mate, Martha Layne Coffins, and said
that her experience in state government and her sex complemented his
part of the ticket.
"I have found in every dealing I have
had that the greatest unused source of
time, talent and energy is women,"
Brown said."A woman can do anything
a man can do."
Serving as master of ceremonies for
the event was former Murray State
University football coach Bill
Furgerson, who was an assistant
football coach at Lexington Lafayette
High School for one year while Brown
was a member of the football team.
In addition to Mrs. Collins, the
candidate for lieutenant governor,
other candidates speaking were Alben
W. Barkley II, commissioner of
agriculture; Raymond H. Barber,
superintendent of public instruction;
Francis Jones Mills, secretary of state;
Steven Beshear, attorney general; and
Dr. James B. Graham, auditor of public
accounts. Drexell Davis, candidate for
state treasurer, did not attend.
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mostly sunny
Clear and not as cool tonight.
Lows in mid 50s to around 60.
Sunny and warmer Tuesday.
Highs low to mid 80s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Wednesday through Friday:
Temperatures near seasonal
normals Wednesday through
Friday with a chance of showers
Thursday and Friday. Early
morning lows will range from the
mid 50s to the mid 60s and
daytime highs will be in the 80s.

Cases Listed For
Circuit Court Term
A list of criminal and civil cases set
for this term of the Calloway County
Circuit Court was released today by
Circuit Judge James M. Lassiter.
The cases, what they concern and the
trial dates set are:
Beck & Rippy Equipment Co.,
Martin, Term., vs. Furches, farm
equipment, Sept. 11.
Commonwealth of Kentucky vs. Rice
Futrell, non-compliance with the
junkyard law, Sept. 11.
Hargis vs. Adams and Futrell, auto
accident, Sept. 17.
Palmer, administrator, vs. Palmer,
estate settlement, Sept. 18.
Taylor Chevrolet vs. Howard's
Wrecker Service, foreclosure of

security instrument, Sept. 18.
Commonwealth of Kentucky vs.
Phillip Randy Stephens, trafficking in
LSD and trafficking in methaqua!one,
Sept. 20.
Aptco Auction Co. vs. Crouse,
ownership of car, Sept. 24.
Vied vs. Mitchell, auto accident, Sept
.25.
Banks vs. Butterworth, auto accident, Sept. 27.
Myrick vs. Rideout, auto accident,
Oct. 8.
Morris Equipment vs. Miller,
ownership of farm equipment, Oct. 9.
Commonwealth of Kentucky vs.
Pamela Waycaster, trafficking in
cocaine, Oct. 11.

Title Is Unofficial, But Unchallenged
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By NANCY SHULINS
Associated Press Writer

It came as no 3urprise to the company when it learned that Detroit is the
No. 1 consumer of automotive paint in
the nation. The surprise was that
Murray, population 15,000, is second.

Tell most used car dealers that the '62
Chevy with the gleaming chrome and
dazzling paint job looks good as new,
It's a dusty, bone-rattling 623-mile
and they'll grin smugly and try to sell it
drive from Detroit, where they make
to you.
them new, to Murray, where they make
Tell it to J.T. Todd and he'll wonder
them over. But long-time residents
where he went wrong.
maintain that the state of the art in
Like most of the automotive wizards
Murray represents a natural evolution
at work in Murray these days, Todd
for a town that once flourished as a
isn't satisfied with a car that looks like
muleswapping center.
it just rolled off a Detroit assembly line.
James L. Johnson, executive viceHe's only happy when it looks better.
president of the local Chamber of
him
puts
perfection
for
His penchant
Commerce, says the pioneers of
In good company with the hundreds of
Murray's reconditioning industry
others who've set up shop in the town
their skills during the
learned
Capital
that bills itself as the "Used Car
Depression, when they journeyed to
of the World."
-Detroit in search of work.
The title is unofficial, but so far,
When World War II ended, the men
unchallenged It was born a few years
home, bringing their expertise
came
got
company
Pont
Du
the
when
ago
with them.
curious about the thousands of gallons
Today. Murray's 154 reconditioning
d automotive paint it was shipping to
turn out about 40,000 used cars a
shops
year.
each
southwestern Kentucky

year. And chances are there'd be more
if it weren't for what Todd calls "thi
energy thing."
Small cars are what sell these days.
and small cars are getting harder and
harder to find. Many drivers are
wearing them out before trading them
in, says Todd, who says the '62 Chevy Is
an anachronism; most Murray dealers
won't look twice at anything over 4
years old.
Profits can run as high as 9150 a car,
but even the most experienced shops
take an occasionialeating. If a garage
can get back the money it put in plus
$100, the deal is considered a success,
Todd says.
Still, he says, "new cars are getting
higher every year." And for the 27
years that he's been at it, "it's been a
pretty good business." So good, in fact,
that it's been 15 years since Murray
saws a major shop close
e
Toli.
employs 10 workers at his place
but pa olls run as high as 90 men at the

bigger shops. In all, Johnson estimates
that the reconditioning business accounts for 1,400 jobs in Murray.
With the competition that abounds,
some have turned to specialization. In
one recent demonstration, David
Bowker replaced a hardtop with a vinyl
roof in a cool 26 minutes.
The cars that arrive at the retail
dealerships are often decked out in 15
coats of paint and the four coats of wax
that have become known as the
"Murray Finish." They also arrive
guaranteed.
While most of the cars reconditioned
here are sold wholesale — some sight
unseen, Johnson says 50 percent of the
cars on Murray's roads are secondhand models from local shops.
"I bought nearly every car I ever
owned right here in Murray — and two
of them I bought over the phone," he
says.
The mechanics themselves often
prefer reconditioned models. Some
lavish so much attention on the cars

that they ultimately find themselves
unable to part with them, says Todd,
who says falling in love with the
merchandise is an occupational hazard.
Longevity is apparently one reason
for the success of the Murray
magicians. Some have been at it since
childhood, and many have their own
carefully guarded formulas for waxes
and finishes.
Johnson, who once ran a dry cleaning
business, is more than a spokesman.
His skill at removing grit and grime
from automobile upholstery is a local
legend.
Scrubbing down the limping Lincolns.
faded Fords,and doddering Dodges is a
major part of what goes on behind
Murray's garage doors. The average
cost of rejuvenation is about $350, and
three-fourths of that is spent on
cosmetic repairs.
While that might seem like a lot of
attention to pay to a car's looks,
Johnson says little is needed in way of
mechanical work. Murray dealers just

don't buy clunkers, he says.
A ride around town seems to bear
that out. What could look like a giant
Junkyard looks instead like a wellmanicured community. But those who
look hard enough will still find evidence
that they're motoring through a town
where the car is king.
J.T. Todd's garage is just down the
road from Rodger's, which is a mere
stone's throw from Howard Brandon's.
En route, one passes Key Kars, Bobby
Fikes' Kay Mart, Eurie Garland's and
James Futrell's.
Courses in auto body work and
mechanics are taught at area
vocational schools, and at some
garages, women work alongside their
husbands and children.
The attention to detail is evident at
Todd's, where worker Billy Barnett is
hard at work polishing an alreadygleaming wheel with a steel wool pad
linpaled on a fork.
• Forty-five minutes later, he's still at
it.
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Events Listed For Community Calendar
Monday,Sept. 10
Bethany Sunday School
('lass, First Baptist Church,
will meet at 6 p.m, at the
Fellowship Hall of the church.
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the social hall
of the First United Methodist
Church. This is for all adults
ovec 18 years of ak who single
due to death, divorce, or never
having been married.

Monday,Sept. 10
Calloway County Band
Boosters will meet at 7 p.m. in
the band room at the high
school.

Meeting of the Russell's
Chapel United Methodist
Church Women will not be
held as members will attend,
meeting at Paris, Tenn., on
Sept. 14.

Your Individual
Horoscope

1)4;4

Fran4.es Drake
FOR

Monday,September 10
Sigma Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have a
salad supper at the club house
at 6:30 p.m.

Tuesday,Sept. 11
St. Leo's Catholic Church
Women's Guild will hold its
annual membership tea at 1
p.m. at Gleason Hall. For
information call 753-9630 or
753-6760.

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
Groups of CWF of First
North Seventh and Olive
Christian Church will meet as
Streets.
follows: I with Mrs. Walt
Parents Anonymous will Apperson, 1511 Chaucer
meet at 7:15 p.m. For in- Drive, for a potluck luncheon
formation call 759-4875 or 759- at 11 a.m., and IV with Mrs
1792.
Marshall, 1701
Tommy
Audubon Drive, at 7:30 p.m
Divorce Support Group, with program by Mrs. Kent
sponsored by Counseling and Forrester.
Tasting Center, Murray State
University, will meet at
Men's Prayer Breakfast will
Ordway Hall. For information be held at 7 a.m. at the First
call 762-6851.
United Methodist Church.

TUESDAY,

Wednesday,Sept. 12
Murray Bass Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at the Triangle
Inn.
Kay DeKalb, Nashville,
Tenn., will present a concert
at 6:30 p.m. at the First
Baptist Church, and at 7 p.m.
at the Memorial Baptist
Church. There is no charge
and the public is invited.
United
Grove
Lynn
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 2 p.m. at the church.
Murray Country Club
Women will play golf, bridge,
and tennis at 9 a.m. with a
luncheon to be served at noon.

SEPTEMBER 11, 1979
Mothers' Morning Out will
Baptist Young Women of
VIRGO
Memorial Baptist Church will be from 9 to 11:30 a.m. at First
Oaks Country Club Women
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nP
United Methodist Church.
will play golf and bridge at
A no-nonsense attitude meet at 7 p.m.
9:30a.m. at theclub.
marks your approach to life
Circles of First United
Olga Hampton Group of
now. However, don't take
yourself so seriously that you Sinking Spring Baptist Church Methodist Church Women will
Hazel Senior Citizens will
Women will meet at 7:30 p.m. meet as follows: Alice Waters,
lose spontaneity.
ARLES
have activities at the Hazel
Tucker,
Bessie
and
Maryleona
church.
the
at
LIBRA
.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 191 gr
411'1
Frost, all at 9:30 a.m., and Community Center starting at
Forego a tendency to escape (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
10 a.m. Lunch will be served
Find workable solutions for
Reservations for ladies day Faith Doran at 2 p.m., all at
the completion of a task. The
at 11:45 a.m.
uncompleted
the
church.
Bypass
tasks.
fact you're stuck indicates
luncheon on Wednesday at the
your need for a new approach escapism. Instead, use private Murray Country Club should
Murray High Band Boosters
moments to come up with new be made today with Annette
Teachers Recognition
to the problem.
will meet in the band room at Dinner of the First United
money-making ideas.
TAURUS
Ward.
the high school at 7 p.m. Methodist Church will be held
( Apr. 20 to May 20) boa' SCORPIO
Members are urged to attend. at the church at 5:45 p.m.
Attend to the affairs of (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
School
High
Murray
Stick to the issues in talks Chapter of the Future
children
and
creative
Wednesday,Sept. 12
projects. Your mate or close with friends. Avoid borrowing Homemakers of America will
Homenunakers Clubs will
Circles of First United
ally may have a unique and lending. Don't be afraid to have a salad supper at the
meet as follows: New Concord
Methodist Church Women will
suggestion that will prove voice an innovative idea re a
school cafeteria at 5:30 p.m.
with Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield
community project.
meet as follows: Wesleyan
helpful.
at
1 p.m.; South Pleasant
SAGITTARIUS
GEMINI
with Helen Beal at 6:30 p.m.;
Call meeting of Murray
Grove with Hilda Orr; PotMay 21 to June 20) no
Ruth
9(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21
Wilson
with
Barbara
and
tertown at Colonial House
Talks with superiors center Lodge No. 105 Free
Make important domestic
Erwin and Hannah with Jean
held
be
will
Masons
Accepted
Smorgasbord
at 10 a.m.
on
financial questions. Read
decisions yourself. The advice
Watkins, both at 7:30 p.m.
of others could further confuse between the lines to find out at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.
you. Away from the office, where others stand. Do furMurray-Calloway, Theatre
you'll find ways to improve thur research.
Board of Directors will meet
CAPRICORN
work efficiency.
at 7 p.m. at the Calloway
i Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
CANCER
Public Library.
Focus attention on distant
iJune.21 to July 22)
and
Serious talks with tlose ones affairs, publishing
Tuesday,Sept. 11
go well, though you'll have to educational matters. Be leery
Murray Christian Women's
take a breather before irn- if others are evasive. Take
Club luncheon will be held at
plementing
new
ideas. nothing for granted.
11:45 a.m._at the Holiday Inn.
Creative work favored in p.m. AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Call by Sept. 10 for reserLEO
The accent is on joint acvations at 753-4635 or 489-2706.
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Make budgets and face counts and savings programs.
financial facts. Don't spend The advice of of a friend may
Meetings for all boys of
extravagantly in the search be unreliable. Speak directly
Murray and Calloway County,
for good times. Consult with with those in charge.
8, 9, or 10 years of age, inPISCES
close allies about costs.
teresting in Cub Scouting, will
; Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) )(
be held simultaneously in all
A partner or close ally may
elementary schools of the city .
be troubled. Don't take this and county at 7:30 p.m.
•
personally. Instead, get to the
root, of what's really the
Murray Lions Club 40th
problem.
anniversary celebration will
YOU BORN TODAY are
be held at Calloway County
personally desirous of the
High school at 7 p.m.
limelight but also have the
potential to a make a valuable
Bob
Jones,
Missions
contribution to humanity's
Director for the Kentucky
progress. Interested in reform
Baptist Convention, will speak
movements, charities, and
COLETTE "KAY" DeKALB will pr..sent a concert at the
at a special Week of Prayer
philanthropic activities, you
First Baptist Church at 6:30 p.m. and at the Memorial
are civic minded. Both artistic for State Missions Progrm at
Baptist Church at 7 p.m. on Wednesda. Sept. 12. These are
Elm Grove Church at 10 a.m.
and scientific, you'd make a
free and open to the public. Ms. DeKalb. a professional engood researcher and a highly
tertainer from Nashville. Tenn., has perfarmed at Opryland.
Groups of Sinking Spring
gifted writer. Law, politics,
USA in the production of -I Hear America Singing" for two
education, and religion are Baptist Church Women will
years; appeared with the Anita Bryant tingers including
some of the other fields to
meet as follows: Gladys
performances at the Stars & Stripes Show with Bob Hope,
which you're inclined. Though
Williamson with Becky Nance
Disney World, Nebraska Baptist Convention, Mississippi
Wear the shoe designed
concerned about material and Ruth Warren with
University
for Women, and AMOCO Convention at Las
and made for comfort no
success, you're more suited Sharilyn Wisehart, both at
Vegas, Nev.; appeared on the PTL Club, Orange Bowl
matter how many hours
for
idealistic
work than 7:30 p.m.
Parade, Greater Hollywood Ministerial Association,
you re on your fee'
business. Poetry, music, and
television talk shows, man% religious services in major cities
Murray Star Chapter No.
the theater would satisfy this
Store
across America, etc. A native of Hartselle, Ala.. she attended
p
side of your nature. Birthdate 433 Order of the Eastern Star
Samford University, Birmingham, Ala.
of: D.H. Lawrence, author; 0. will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Henry, author; and Jessica lodge hall.
Mitford, author.
Senior Citizens Groups will
meet as follows: Murray at
Ellis Center from 10 a.m. to 3
•
•
p.m.; Hazel at Hazel Community Center at 10 a.m.;
Dexter at Dexter Center at 10
An Infant Stimulation ditions that may lead to a
a.m.
Program for handicapped and handicap such as prematurity
high risk infants will be of- or genetic disorders.
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
The Infant Stimulation
Murray TOPS Club will fered at Murray State
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health University, beginning on Sept. Program places the infant in a
Center.
10, as part of the MSU highly stimulating setting
Frir7R1 PETER ALAN 0
Diagnostic and Remediation where he can engage in a
selected set of ac!OOP I Ilestrut
Homemakers Clubs will Center program designed to carefully
FALK
ARKIN L.,; 7:15,
Eight
tivities.
high risk infants
help
minimize
the
negative
9:10
meet as follows: Paris Road
up to age three will be acof
infant
effects
risk
factors.
N
New
,
with
Alice Steele and
awl -1
cepted by the program, which
Providence with Maudie
Risk factors are considered is also designed to teach
Kennerly.
by the program to be con- parents how to work more
effectively with their infant at
MORany
MUAS
7:20
home.
1010 Chestnut
i
'
An advisory committee will
9:30
provide consultative services
[Ends Thurs. I
141.
4.
1
.
to determine the individual
S
needs of each infant. Members
Sept.
10-11,
7:30
p.m.
4.*
of that committee are:
Speaking and In Concert
1J
Dr. Clegg Austin, primary
Also
referring
Betty
agent;
7:15,
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Blodgett, MSU Special
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Education Clinic coordinator;
ind: Mors.
Dr. Charles May, chairman,
,
114
Sept. 12,7:30 p.m.
Department
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Early
Childhood Education; Dr.
Speaking
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i#si II
s I
John Merbler, director of
,
c. ntrai „, BILL MURRAY
Early Childhood Handicapped
olk 1PGI 7:15,
Program; Dr. Viola Miller,
9:00
director, Division of Communication Disorders; Debbie
Crutcher, speech pathologist;
200 N. 15th (Across From Wilson Hall)
;wam
oAa
iAd =nu I Nigh
Dr. Al Seitel, assistant
Tues. Is
:Eli
Murray,Ky.
professor, Division of Com11
is
$3.0
0
WV
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munication Disorders and
Contemporary Christian Music By/
8
Rita Fleming, assistant
Car
:
Ends Titar.
professor, Department of
Load
91
Nursing.
:11*:
Sept. 13 7:30 p.m.
For further information,
$
:
1
Dr. John Merbler or
contact
In Front Of Hart Hall
•••••••
••
•• Eit
Dr. , Viola Miller at the
'•,••
On MSU Campus
Department of Special
Education, Murray State
••
University.
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.

412447,

Step into
Every Day in
Comfort

Oaks Women
Plan Golf
And Bridge
Ladies day activites will be
held at the Oaks Country Club
on Wednesday, Sept. 12, at
9:30 a.m.
Golf will be played with
Grace James as hostess.
Pairings will be made at the
tee.
Maxa Read will be hostess
for bridge with play to start at
9:30 a.m.
Winners for golf play on
Wednesday, Sept. 5, as
released by Carolyn Caldwell,
hostess,
were
Carolyn
Caldwell, medalist; Mary
Bogard, second low; Burlene
Brewer, low putts; Peggy
Noel, high Putts; Marilyn
Herndon, most sevens;
Jennifer Crouse, high on No.
seven.

THE

anc

The North Calluway Elementary School Parent-Teacher
Club will meet Thursday,Sept. 13, at 7 p.m. at the school.
Bud Gibbs, president, invites all parents of students in
grades 1 through 8 to be present for the first meeting to
discuss projects for the year.

Planned, University, Wisconsin
MADISON, Wis. (AP) Promoters are promising a lot
of good rock music at a
weekend concert - especially
if the wind is right.
The concert, billed as the
first wind-powered rock
concert, will feature three
windmill generators to
provide power for a public
address system and musical

-No man who is in a
hurry is quite civilized." Will Durant.
It takes patience to make
12 tricks in the play of
today's catchy slam. And a
declarer who takes a hasty
discard losesthis opportunity.
West's enterprising preempt gives North a problem and North decides to
bid rather than settling for
a non-vulnerable penalty.
South pushes on to slam
and he can hardly be
blamed for that. His true
test is not in the bidding;
it's in how he plans his
play.
West leads the diamond
queen and, if dummy's ace
is played, declarer has no
useful discards. If he discards a club, he will lose a
club and a spade and, if he
discards a spade, he will be
no better off.
To make the slam, declarer must refuse to win
dummy's diamond ace
and, instead, ruffs the
opening lead in his own
hand. The opposing trumps
fall in one round and a low
club to dummy's queen
comes next.
This series of plays puts
West into a tight box. If
West takes the ace, later
dummy's club queen and
diamond ace provide for
two spade discards and
declarer has his 12 tricks.
What if West ducks the
club ace? Then dummy's
club queen wins, declarer
discards his club king on
the diamond ace and the
defense is held to only one
spade trick.

NORTH
•7 6 5
IP -1 9 4 2
• A 73
•Q 6 4
WEST
+ 102
te 3
* Q.11141144
• A J 10

C6-10-A

EAST
•Q J 9 8
5
*K52
•9 7 5 3 2

SOUTH
•A K 4 3
VAX914574

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•K 8

Vulnerable: North South. Dealer: South. The
bidding:
South
21P
6w

West
55
Pass

North
5V
Pass

East
Pass
Pass

Opening lead: Queen of
diamonds.
Watch those quick discards. It seldom pays to
take an early discard if
.there's no useful purpose
to be served.

South holds:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

North
1
3

ANSWER: Pass. An `absolute minimum, no fit and
secondary honors. That
may not produce a trick.
--Send bridge questions to The
Aces, P0 Box 12363, Dallas,
Texas 75225, with sell-addressed.
stamped envelope for reply
copyright. 1971. United Feature Syndi
c•te Inc

Specials
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reading
prayers
from a
book!
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Episcopalians

base a large share of every
worship service on The
Book of Common Prayer,- a
very iThicommon piece of
literature
The word

Captain D's

common:* in
instance. means "together
Most churches us•
a hymnal because they want
to sing together
Episcopalians use a prayer book,
too, because they like tO
pray together No one is ever
this

'asked to
lead in prayer
but each finds ample opportunity during the service to
frame his own private
prayers
To those who decry written prayers. Episcopalians
point out that The Lord s
Prayer is lust that
and yet
its meaning to every Christian is undimmed by its
being reproduced in print
They believe there's good
reason for following the
Prayer Book s carefully planned schedule and form
of services throughout the
Christian year
For one
an individual church
is thus spared from becom-

thing.

Value
ncrw only

1°9

ing mired in its minister's
"hang ups" Pretty good
point, these days?

• • •

lat participating Captain D111

Captain D's
Buy One,Get One Free
l'ou 11 get The Chipper (rect proid.o fish likes. (resat fries.
slew •nd in Southern •trte hushpuppies Simply prpses4
'
"wP"
(h.

The biblical background,
the history. and the simple
form of the Episcopal prayer
book make a fascinating
story Your nearest Episcopal minister would be delighted to cover them in
detail with you Don't be
afraid he'll twist your arm
He won t

Captain D's

Master Peace
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The In-Laws
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GETS GRANT
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP)
- The University of Michigan
says it has received an award
of $83,000 from the Andrew
Mellon Foundation.
It says the award will be
used "to install and test a
technical processing method
for the library to provide
information to users about
books, periodicals and other
materials that are not yet
cataloged."

Bid with Corn

tonite's movies

NOW

equipment - if the wind off
Lake Mendota is about 15 mph
or more.
If not, a backup system
powered by the usual utility
company generators will have
to be used, concert planners
said.
James Mallon, president of
Wisconsin
the
Student
Association at the University
of Wisconsin-Madison campus, said his group originally
planned to hold a solarpowered electronic music
concert.
But planners gave un that
idea after learning that about
two acres of solar collector
surface area would be needed,
Mallon said.
Musical groups scheduled to
take part in Saturday's concert at James Madison Park
along the Lake Mendota shore
include Bezoars, a student
group that specializes in
electronic music, Sun Blind
Lion and the Rowdy Yates
Band.
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Rock Music Feature For Concert
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North PTC Meet
To Be Thursday
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Glassco-Ward Vows
Solemnized, Church
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The wedding of Miss Linda
Doreen Glasaco, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Glassco of
Henderson Route 1, and Reid
Barton Ward, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bob Ward of Murray and
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Sturm of
Reidland, was solenmized on
Saturday, Aug. n, at the
Chapel Hill United Methodist
Church, Henderson.
The Rev. Dr. Donald Davis
performed the double ring
ceremony at 7:30 p.m. by the
glow of candlelight. Music was
presented by Julie Young,
soloist, Lisa Slater, pianist,
and Sheri Johnson, organist.
Bride's Dress
Escorted by her father and
given in marriage by her
parents, the bride wore a
formal gown of white silk
organza and Chantilly Lace
with a cathedral train. Her
long veil fell from an opencrown Juliet headpiece accented with seed pearls.
She carried a cascade of
white sweetheart roses, tea
roses, and stephanotis with
long streamers of lace and
pecot tied in lovers' knots. It
was attached to a white Bible
that had been carried by her
mother at her wedding.
Miss Heida Ann Glasseo
attended her sister as maid of
honor. Mrs. Mindy Sturm, the
groom's sister-in-law, was the
matron of honor. Bridesmaids
were Miss Karen Ward,
Reidland, sister of the groom,
Ms. Kathy Harris, Salem, Ms.
Jennifer Day, Washington,
Ill., and Miss Cindy Gould,
Murray, all sorority sisters of
the bride.
The attendents all wore
identical gowns of primrose
.qiana and carried bouquets of
roses in primrose shades.
Neil Ward of Reidland was
best man for his brother. Jeff
Sturm, Reidland, brother of
the groom, Bruce Austin,
Paducah, Johnny Hewitt,
Belleville, Ill., Bubba Lowry
and Keith Branson, Mw-ray,
all fraternity brothers-44- the

n

"Dean.4611.
By Abigail Van Buren

lIrs. Reid Barton Ward

HEALTH
Understanding exhibitionism

TI
•

The women of the Murray Marietta Danner, Vicki
Country Club will play golf on Travis, and Murrelle Ryan as
Wednesday, Sept. 12, with hostesses
Winners for play on Sept. 5,
Nancy Fandrich as hostess.
Pairings will be made at the as released by Margaret
Shuffett, golf hostess, are as
tee.
Bridge will be played at 9:30 follows: Championship,
a.m. with Flo Hendrickson as Frances HuLse; three way tie
chairman. Tennis is also for second place between
Betty Lowry Evelyn Jones,
scheduled at that time.
A ladies day luncheon will and Euva Mitchell; first
be served at noon with flight, Faira Alexander and
Annettee Alexander, Sharon Inus Orr; second flight, Anna
Weds, Melba Ward, Charlotte Mary Adams and Nancy
Gregory, Virginia Converse, Fandrich; third flight, Mary
Jo Curris, Shirley Denham, Belle Overbey and Janice
Pat Howe; low putts, Betty
Irvan,
Rebecca
McReynolds, Jo Oakley, Stewart.

groom,served as groomsmen.
Reception
Ushers were Mark and
Following the ceremony the
David Sturm, Reidland, reception was
held at the Scott
brothers of the groom, and Lodge
in Zion.
Sonny Beasley, Reed, cousin
The couple left later for a
of the bride.
wedding trip and are now at
Heidi Osborn, flower girl, home in Tallahassee, Fla.
The new Mrs. Ward comwore a long dress of primrose
with lace overlay. Andrew pleted her third year of study
at Murray State University
Eblen was the ring bearer.
Melissa Glassco, sister of where she was majoring in
the bride, kept the guest accounting and political
register and distributed the science. She will be a seniOr at
Florida State University and
wedding programs.
is a member of Alpha Omicron
The bride's mother, Mrs. Pi social sorority. Mr. Ward,
Glassco, chose to wear a long will receive his Bachelor of*
gown of light blue. Mrs. Science degree in construction
Sturm, mother of the groom, technology from Murray State
wore a floral gown in shades of University in December. He is
primrose and beige. Mrs. a member of Sigma Chi social
Ward, stepmother of the fraternity and is employed
by
groom, was attired in a long the Hammet Company of
gown of soft pink.
Tallahassee.

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR 1.AN1B - My
husband and I read your
column and wondered if you
had any advice about our son.
He is an exhibitionist. We discovered this when he was 16
years old and now he's 27.
We've exhausted our funds
and life savings on psychiatric
treatment and lawyers and
tried to keep him out of jail.
Now were getting older and
there's no solution in sight.
He's no batter In fact the
whole family is in a state of
turmoil .
We don't know what to do

He's very sensitive and he
untertunately he wasn't,
What help is available and
loves his family In all the
past psychiatric treatments, why isn't this treated from a
medical standpoint in the
they email induce hypnosis
and get hisrproblem almost to courts? The psychiatrists
we've seen tell us that it's not
the surface and then he would
freeze up. I could go into
because of some disease of the
detail but I doubt you'd have . brain but it's a mental problem brought on by parent and
the time for the whole story.
Why isn't the public child relationships in childhood What are your views?
informed that this is an affliction and not a vulgarity. Even
DEAR REApER — I have
in the courts he's treated like included your letter in the
an animal. He gets fired from
column in hopes that it would
help in a small way to
his job I'm sure that he would
rather have been born blind or improve public understanding
deaf or without a limb but of such emotional problems.
Such acts are called compulsive behavior and it's not
possible for the victim to control these acts. It's generally
Ile are pleased to announce that Janice Kay- Cooper,
agreed that it's not associated
with disease of the brain, but
bride-elect of Randy Lynn fru/ker.-I has chosen her
rather is related to psychologdeconatite accessories from the Bamboo Gardens.
ical factors. These are rather
Janice and Randy are to be married Saturday..
complex. There are many theNovember :3,
ories about human behavior
but very few concrete facts.
Many individuals with the
problem your son has cannot
7.3-9.3
;) ffiry. 121 South
be cured or at least with what
we know about treatment of
tt.'t such disorders today they
4.4
1
(44 i4
can't be. One of the advantages of psychotherapy is to try
to analyze the mechanism and
bring an understanding of the
mechanism to the patient.
One psychiatric text
describes in detail the problem that one such patient had
and it was related to automobiles. He rarely exhibited
himself except from the car.
As long as his life was structured so that he could never
be allowed to drive alone, he
was unlikely to exhibit
himself.
The public needs to know
that the exhibitionist is harmSeven Seas is famous for the freshest of
less. It is socially embarrassNorth Atlantic and Gulf Coast Seafood
ing to see a person exhibit his
or her nude body but such
Fresh Ky Lake Catfish and Sizzling
individuals are not inclined to
Steaks at refreshingly reasonable
attack the person that they
prices Anytime you're hungry, just feast
exhibit themselves to. Comyour taste buds on a delicious meal at
monly such men are insecure
in their masculinity.
Seven Seas
I wish I could offer you an
immediate solution but the
best that you can hope for is
Our Fresh Salad
continued psychiatric therapy
Bar Is Now
with the hope that the understanding of the mechanism
Free With Each
and the factors that seem to
Complete Dinner
trigger it off might lead to a
way that the situation can at
least be controlled
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WHAT CAN YOU do about
depressions? Readers who
want more information on
this subject can send 75 cents
in check or coin with a long.
stamped, self-addressed envelope for The Health Letter
number 10-10. Depression
The Ups And Downs Of Life
Address your request to Dr.
Lamb. in care of this newspaper. P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York NY 10019

ede)A.e

Ladies Of Murray Club Will
Play Golf Here Wednesday

Playing Straight
With Gay Spouses
DEAR ABBY: Your advice to DESPERATE WIFE, who
came home early and found her husband in bed with his best
friend (another malel, was not very well thought out. You
said, "Bisexuality is a fact of life that can occur in any
family. Give him up graciously, he ha.s already consciously or
unconsciously made a choice."
Abby, if he had been a wonderful husband for 18 years,
and a great father, as she stated, she should have been encouraged to try to save her marriage rather than demolish
it.
Granted she is in shock, and granted there has been
deception on his part, but she isn't the only woman in the
world who's married to a gay man. If she lives in a big city,
there is a mental health clinic and a g4fy cornmunity service
agency which can put her and her bustand in touch with a
support group lot gay married men and their wives.
Counselors will help them deal with the realities of their
marriage and show them how to build a new relationikip
based on honest ,and open communication. Or they may conclude that it's best to separate. But at least they should consider the alternati/es instead of scrapping the marriage.
I am sorry that you viewed the situation as hopeless. It
isn't.
GAILY MARRIED IN S.F.
- DEAR GAILY MARRIED: Although my answer vits II
thought) very well thought out. a surprising number of
readers wrote to say that they are happily married to
hisexual mates, and my advice was way out in left field.
Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I'm sorry DESPERATE WIFE didn't'ask
ME for advice instead of you.: have been happily married to
a bisexual man for 33 years ..,K1 have no regrets. We raised
four wonderful children who knew nothing of their father's
proclivity until they were grown and able to understand it.
None of them love him any less for it. and all are heterosexual. I might add.
I knew my husband was gay when I married him. but I
never felt threatened by.it. He was 38 and I was 34. We are
both in the theater. I could bet my life he has never had an
affair since our marriage.
If I had caught nly husband in the arms of another man at
any point in our marriage I would no more have considered
divorcing him than I would had I caught him with a woman.
He's a fine, beautiful man who by nature is able to relate
sexually to both sexes, which is not as rare as most people
think.
NAMELESS,PLEASE.IN N.Y.C.
DEAR-ABBY: Your advice to DESPERATE WIFE, who
had been happily married for 18 years to a bisexual man,
was simplistic.
Human beings are capable of more flexibility than you
give them credit for. You didn't present any options. One
was to get help in adjusting to the idea that her busband is
bisexual. She said they loved each other, had terrific sex,
and great children. None ot that has changed. no: has HE
changed. Only what she KNOWS has changed.
My husband is gay. but we have come to realize that what
..ve have together and what we give each other and our
children is more important tn.n what happens when we are
apart.
We can allow each other to Live full and complete lives —
whatever that may mean. `i ou should have told that wife
that leaving a loving husband isn't the only solution.
FOUND ANOTHER WAY IN MASS.
DEAR ABBY: As a neuro psychiatrist, I have had many
married bisexual male patients. Most of thorn were
vigorous, successful men jr high -paying positions with
intelligent. good-looking i‘es. In every case there also
were healthy, well-adjusted children. There was a close rapport between these patients and their families for years until circumstances forced the skeletons out of the closet.
In every case the wife preferred to continue in the marriage. Not one man I ever treated„was willing to give up his
homosexuality — but he didn't want to give up his wife
either. Such individuals seek help only when they get arrested, lose a lover or are exposed for some r.eason.
DESPERATE WIFE may have wanted on your confir,
mation of her wish to keep her husband; you let her down.
L.A. PHYSICIAN

Twin Lakers Good Sam Club Plans
For Can;pout At Piney Campground
The Twin Lakers Good Sam their families at the Graham distributed and will be voted
Club will hold its September campsite on Friday at 6 p.m. on at the October meeting.
campout at Piney Cam- Members note the change
Attending were John and
pground, Land Between the from Saturday to Friday.
Joan Bowker, J. B. and Jo
Saturday the members will Burkeen, Grover and Doris
Lakes, on Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday, Sept. 14. 15, and serve at the hospitality tent Burkett, Sheila and Steve
16. Memmbers will par- for the Campers Fair. Each Jewell, Nix and Margery
ticipste in the annual Cam- family of the club is asked to Crawford, A. A. Doherty,
pers Fair held each Sep- bring or send one gallon of Myrtle Jordan, Harold and
lemonade for the hospitality Elaine Eversmeyer, Jimmy,
tember at Piney.
Jimmy and Sharon Graham tent. Cookies will be pur- Sharon, and Ginger Graham,
will be wagonmasters with chased by the club.
Angel Adams, B. C. and Orpha
Special events have been Grogan, Mark Wallace,
Lloyd and Fay Jacks as their
aasistants. A supper of san- planned for the weekend in- Jimmy, Marilyn, Gina, and
dwiches and desserts will be cluding worship services at Cheryl Herndon, Bill and
held by the club members and 9:30 a.m. on Sunday.
Norette Hill, Krista Russell;
The August campout was Tom and Helen Hogancamp,
held at Kenlake State Park Rudolph and Opal Howard, C.
with J. B. and Jo Burkeen as W., Dortha, and Yvonne
wagonmasters and A. A. Jones, Laura Pitts, Dan,
Doherty as assistant.
Carol, Kevin, and Sean Kelly,
- A potluck supper was served Andy, Linda, Greg, and Lori
on Saturday night at the Rogers, T. G. and Estelle
Burkeen campsite, followed Shelton, Hugh and Larue
by showing of slides of the Wallace, Fred and Martha
western states by Lloyd and Butterworth, Ned and Beth
Descendants of the late John Fay Jacks. Rudolph Howard,
Wilson, Lloyd and Fay Jacks,
William Doran and Elizabeth president, presided. Copies of
and Harry and Betty CartEvans Doran met at Asberry the new by-laws were
wright.
Cemetery on the west side of
Calloway County for a reunion
on Sunday,Sept. 2.
Those attending were Mr.
and Mrs. Martin Withers,
Hermitage, Tenn.; Miss
Gladys Fulton and Mrs. Hazel
Fulton, Clarksville, Tenn.;
Mr. and Mrs. James H.
The Murray State University Women's Society will hold its
Belcher, Almo; Mr. and Mrs.
annual salad supper on Monday, Sept. 17, at 6:30 p.m. in
Jim Hughes, Paducah; Mr.
Beshear gym.
and Mrs. Noble Hughes,
Mrs. Lois Sparks, president, announced that Miss Rubye
Puryear, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs.
Smith will give the invocation, Mrs. Jo Curris will give the
James E. Hughes, Mr. and
welcoming address, and Mrs. Norinne winter will entertain
Mrs. Lake Hall, Mrs. Carrie
with a brief musical program.
Hughes, Mr. and Mrs. Dudley
All women faculty, wives of faculty, and female staff are
Hughes, Toy Hughes, and Mr.
invited and encouraged to attend, Mrs.Sparks said.
and Mrs. Roy Hughes, all of
Mrs. Tech Farrell and Mrs. Cathryn Garrott, co-chairmen
Murray.
of the event, ask that reservations be made by calling Mrs.
Sue Vandegrift, 753-7744, Mrs. Judy Kratzer, 753-3801, Mrs.
Pat Harcourt,753-7853, or Mrs. Garrott, 753-9592.

Doran Family
Holds Reunion
At Asberry

Women's Society
To Hold Supper

MULWITZ GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Art Mulwitz of
Paris, Tenn., are the parents
of a baby girl, Kate Brandon,
weighing seven pounds two
ounces, born on Tuesday, Aug.
28, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The mother is the former
Sharon Brandon. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer Brandon of Paris,
Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Saul
Mulwitz of Stamford, Conn.

tosh,Dns

Getting settled
made simple.
Ilsw-tswo dilemmas fade
after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As yam Nodose, It's sty lib to help you maks the
most of yens ass seigliborbood. Our shopping areas.
Gommooity opportveities. Special attractions, lots
of astuef
saes yes time eml money.
Plus a basket of giftsfor fear family.
bit HO W%for rug con.
Mary Hamilton 753-5570

2nd Anniversary
September 13, 14 & 15
Register For Door Prizes
Hours: 9-5 Mon.'Sat,
.
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You .r,ow how to translate those theatrical
thoughts from your head to your toes -with lusii suede
uppers. shapely high heels and showy strappingS
,
Yes you always were the Jacqueline type.

Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off your
chest. For a personal reply write to Abby, Box 69100, Los
Angeles, Cal. 90069. Please enclose stamped, self-addressed
envelope.

Inge King 492.8348

217 Tyson Ave., Pods,Tam.,
invites you to help us celebrate our

"you always were the dramatic type"

DEAR PHYSICIAN: Possibly. But the fact that the hits
band had an affair in his own home tells me that perhaps he
WANTED to get caught and end the closet capers.

Welcome IVagon

fashicitts- Ofr-tfrt

Southside Manor

.......
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10 Years Ago
George H. Ligon of 1504 Cardinal
Drive, Murray, was named as "(utstanding lion of the Year" by the
Murray Lions Club.
Deaths reported include Harley W.
Hale,87, William (Bill) Wilford Hutson,
46, Mrs. Jenny Curd, 80, and Jimmy
Williams, 23.
PFC Keith Wilson Curd, son of Mr.
and Mrs. T. G. Curd, Sr., has been
assigned to the FirstInfantry Division,
north of Saigon, Vietnam, for a 12
months' tour of duty.
Births reported include a boy, Troy
Dwain, to Mr. and Mrs. Larry D.
McKinney on Sept. 5.
Mrs. Gerhard Oberheu, wife of a
missionary to India, will speak at the
meeting of the Lutheran Women's
Missionary League of the Immanuel
Lutheran Church on Sept. 11.
David Buckingham, Jerry Grogan,
Junior Compton, James Ward, and
Jack Keene are winners of their flights
in the annual membership match play
tournament at the Oaks Country Club.
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Commentary

About Police Officers...
In The Line Of Duty
We read in the daily papers
quite frequently about a police
officer's problems encountered
in the line of duty and family
life. It seems that communication-between police officers and
citizens continues to broaden.
One day -1there is an article
about a victim being "beaten
mercilessly, or shot" by a
police officer; next we read
that an officer has been shot in
the line of duty. The most recent is a shootout on a roadside,
Sunday evening, April 8, 1979,
at Paxon, in the east-central
area of Illinois, in which five
persons, including two police
officers died. . again in the line
of duty.
Of course, a police officer's
lot is not easy. He is a composite of what all men are, and
the same can be said of policewomen whose lot as officers is
anything but easy; "saint and
sinner. . . dust and deity.- But
buried underneath the froth is
the fact that less than 5 per cent
of all police officers misfit the
uniform.
What is a police officer made
of? They are at once the most
unwanted;
needed and
characters
ss
namele
ly
strange
m" to
"Mada
or
"Sir"
are
who
their faces and "fuzz" to their
backs.
They must settle differences
between individuals so that
each will think he won. . . But if
a police officer is neat, he or
she is conceited; if they are
careless, they are bums; if they
are pleasant, they are flirts; if
they are not, they are considered grouches. In an instant,
they must make a decision
which requires months for a
lawyer. But, if they hurry,
they're careless; if they are
deliberate, they are lazy.
They must be first to an acciWRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will T9t be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent %%riters.
Address correspondence to.
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32. Murray, Ky. 42071.

dent, infallable with a
diagnosis. They must be able to
stop bleeding, tie splints, and,
above all, be sure the victim
goes home without a limp, or
expect to be sued.
Police officers must know
every gun, draw on the run and
hit where it doesn't hurt. They
must be able to whip two their
size and half their age without
damaging their uniform and
without being brutal. If a
suspect hits an officer, he or
she is a coward. If officers hit
someone,they are bullies.
The police officer must, from
a single human hair, be able to
describe a crime, the weapon
and the criminal and tell where
the criminal is hiding. But if
they catch a criminal, they are
lucky; if they don't, they are
considered "dummkophs."
Police officers must chase
bum leads to no end and stake
out ten nights to tag one witness
who saw it happen, then suddenly refuses to remember.
They go to court only to be told
that perhaps "next term the
case will be called.- When it is
called, he or she is embarrassed, humiliated, and threatened
on some cases, but still must
hold heads high and realize that
the system is the best we have
and they must tolerate it.
They must talk for hours with
e who has broken a law
juvenil
a
and listen for another two hours
to tne parents tell them why
they had no business messing
around with their children for
such a "minor offense."
A police officer must be a
minister, social worker,
diplomat, tough guy and lastly,
a gentleman or lady. And, of
course, they have to be
geniuses to feed a family on a
police officer's salary.
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Happy is the man that findeth
wisdom, and the man that
getteth understanding.
Proverbs 3:13.
The Truth is not always
beautiful. To speak the truth in
love: that is wisdom and that is
Christ-like understanding.
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As.a service to our readers, The
Times
&
Ledger
Murray
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-2243121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington. D.('. 20510 ,
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard. Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building.
Frankfort. Ky. 40601. Home
-addresses of state legislators.
serving Calloway County are:
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
Route 7
a :field, Ky. 42066
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Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartlhie, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria. Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: One of our friends was
in a tough spot as he was just starting
as an insurance agent and he had to go
to school to take the course. He has a
family, was working part-time and he
wanted us to give him a loan. He did
very well in payments for the first 20
months. Then things sort of fell apart,
and he started paying a lesser amount
each month. We agreed that he would
have to pay us interest. Well, he has not
yet paid us back the full amount nor the
interest and is now going to the bank for
a loan. We are wondering what will
happen next, as he owes us this money
and interest. We will appreciate any
advice — L.P.
We can only advise that you obtain
Legal
the services of an attorney ( or
much
pay
to
afford
Aid if you can not
especially if you see that your friend Ls
not going to pay you back. We assume
legal
that you have a contract or some
obligating
signed
has
he
document that
him to pay the amount back with interest. If not, your chances may be slim
in court, if court becomes a necessary

Commonwealth Consumer

Bible Thought

Looking Back

Reading Labels
Can Mean Savings
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, tior. AP) — It takes a
little more time to read labels when you
go shopping for food, but you could save
money and reap nutritional benefits by
doing so.
One of the most obvious reasons for
reading labels is to compare the net
weight or size of similar items to see
which is the better buy. A little figuring
will tell you that a 10 oz. package priced
at $120 is a better buy than a 15 oz.
package marked $1.90.
Contrary to popular belief, larger
sizes are not always cheaper.
Many supermarkets make the
shopper's job easier by posting unit
prices for various items. That lets you
quickly compare price per ounce or per
pound.
Ingredients must be listed on most
packaged foods and can serve as a
guide to the quality of the food, since
they must be listed by weight — with
the main ingredient first, the least last.
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions
We at The Murray hedger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whIdever that
topic might be.

For example, if you're looking for a
pre-sweetened breakfast cereal and
find one that lists sugar first, that
means there's more sugar in it than
anything else.
Ingredient lists also tell you whether
a food has been artificially flavored or
colored.
For example, you can tell from the
list of ingredients if a "whole-grain
bread made with bran" is really bran
bread or has been darkened artificially.
You may be in for a surprise or two.
If you've found a good buy on what
you assume is a bottle of orange juice,
you may discover when you read the
label closely that it is actually "orange
drink," and contains only 10 percent
orange juice.
Some products are self-explanatory.
Cheese is cheese. But be careful when
you see the words "processed cheese
food" or "cheese spread." That means
the cheese has beeh diluted with water
or some other ingredient.
If you don't find all the information
you want on a food label, you can write
to the manufacturer's consumer
representative or nutritionist for
details. The name and place of business
of the manufacturer, packer or
distributor must be included on every
food label.
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course to take.
We advise our readers to exercise
caution when loaning money to friends,
associates, or even relatives. Quite
often, winning in court does not always
mean that you will be paid.what you
have loaned.
Again we wish to point out that
Heartline does not give legal advice or
attempt to solve problems of a legal
nature. We do,from time to time, give a
general answer in our column, but we
can not give individual legal counsel.
HEARTLINE: My mother is 90 years
old, on SSI and in a care home. She still
has some furniture in her house and
wants to dispose of it. Are the children
allowed to sell it? Or, may we divide it
between ourselves? Or, must it be
turned over to the Welfare Department? — C.H.
In most states, the administrators of
Supplemental Security Income (SSIi
will not lay claim to a few pieces of
furniture, or even several pieces of
used or inexpensive furniture. If the
furniture is considered to be rare antiques and quite valuable, however,
that is another matter. If you are
referring to old or new furniture of little
value, it is unlikely it would have any
affect on your mother's SSI. To be sure,
notify the county Welfare office and
your local Social Security Office of your
intent to sell it to divide it among her
children.
HEARTLINE: I have written to the
VA three times during the last three
nonths. They won't answer me. I
tought in World War II and gave an arm

for my country. The least they can do is
answer my letter. What do you suggest
I do? — R.W.
We checked into your problem. We
find that in each case you included your
name and address but no serial number
or claim number.
The VA, like most other agencies,
does its filing by serial or claim
number. If you do not include your
number in your letter, then they have
no idea who you are. Considering the
hundreds of thousands of files they
maintain, this does not seem unusual.
So, try writing them again, and this
time include your serial or claim
number. You'll get an answer.
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For the first time in Calloway County an entire town was
offered for sale when a real estate firm proposed the selling of
Newburg, comprising eight houses, two-story residence, business,
blacksmith shop, tobacco prizery, river ferry and 140 acres of land,
owned by Dr. Henslec. There were no takers. Late in the year the
steamboat French, manned by a crew of 14 hands,' 110 feet long,
owned by Dr. Henslee, burned at the mouth of Sandy. Times were
hard.
Another devastating fire was the burning of Bishop's Livery
Stable and 16 head of horses and extensive supply of feed. The
carcasses,..and smouldering ruins were an unforgettable sight for the
Methodist Sunday School attendants at the front doors of the court
csquare church. Another destructive- blaze Was the burning of the
James Carter home (Nathan B. Stubblefield place) on North 16th
Street.
All was not lost for the year. Commercial Club took over the
Clean-Up Day task of the Woman's Club in the 1914 spring with
much less success than had been the achievements of the good
women. Speaking of ladies, recalls the occasion of Kentucky's most
outstanding suffragette, Miss Lily R. Glenn, who made a rousing
an
speech at the new court house. Hazel chief of police sent out
near
prowl
the
on
was
animal
strange
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sort
some
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by dogs the
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To Be Continued
Editor's Note: To determine the number of hard-bound books
6" to be printed, the
of "The Story of Calloway County, 1822-197
number of books
indicate
buyers
ive
prospect
that
request
authors
send any money!
NOT
Do
copy.
a
$15
of
cost
d
estimate
an
at
desired
SeptemPrinting is to begin this fall and completion anticipated by
Kerby Jennings,
ber, 1980. Mail request postcard to Dorothy and
221 N. 13th Street, Murray, Ky. 42071.

The Calloay County Clothing Bank
opened Sept. 4 on the third floor of the
court house and will now be open each
Friday. The clothing bank will be under
the direction of the Division of Public
Assistance along with the Calloway
County Homemakers Clubs.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Jean
Parker Rickman, 30, William L.
Proctor, 73, and Donald G. Trecartin,
53.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Adams observed
their 50th wedding anniversary on Aug.,
29.
Jim Cullivan, Bill Furgerson, Ken
Miller, and Roger Estes of the Murray
State College football staff presented
the program at the meeting of the
Murray Lions Club held at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
Don Buxton has enrolled as a
veterinarian student at Poly Tech
Institute, Auburn, Ala. His wife will
teach in the city school system at
Phoenix City, Ala.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Watusi" starring George Montgomery', Tama Elg, and David Farrar.

.30 )curs .Ago
A meeting date will be announced
soon to get the reaction of the public,
both city and county, to the forming of a
Calloway County Fair Association to
select and furnish a site for a
fairground with permanent buildings
and facilities for promoting a bigger
and better Calloway County Fair.
The Murray Training School will
open Sept. 12, according to John E
Robinson, director. The Rev. Wendell
H. /tone, minister of the Memorial
Baptist Church, will speak at the
opening exercises in the Little Chapel.
The City of Murray is having approxinuttely 10 acres of the City Park
fertilized, limed, and seeded this week,
according to officials of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Hearon Parker on Sept. 3, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Lendon Nance on
Sept. 3, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Lowell Walker on Sept. 5.
Betty Wiggins Giles has been named
to head the Murray High School Music
Department. Jerry Williams was
chosen to lead the high school marching
band.

rl()(lav In History
Today in History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. Sept. 10, the 253rd
day of 1979. There are 112 days left in
the year.
On this date in 1813, an American
naval force under Oliver Perry
defeated the British in the battle of
Lake Erie in the War of 1812.
On this date:
In 1608, John Smith was elected
governor of the Jamestown colony of
Virginia.
In 1846, Elias Howe of Spencer.
Mass., received a patent on his sewing
machine.
In 1898, Empress Elizabeth of
Austria-Hungary was assassinatd by an
anarchist in Geneva.
In 1939, Canada declared war against
Germany in World War H.
In 1971, the Attica Prison revolt
continued, with 32 guards still held
hostage.
In 1975, a federal appeals court
reinstated the Army court-martial
conviction of William Calley for the
murder of 22 civilians at My Lai.
Ten years ago: Petroleum companies
submitted bids of $900 million for oil
leases-in Alaska.
Five- - years ago: President Gerald
Ford weighed the possibility of pardoning those convicted of crimes in the
Watergate scandal.
One year ago: President Carter,
Menachem Begin and Anwar Sadat
took time out of their Mideast summit
at Camp David to tour the Gettysburg
battlefield.
Today's birthdays: Golfer Arnold
Palmer is 50. Former baseball star
Roger Mans is 45.
Thought for today: Man's capacity.
for justice makes democracy possible,
but man's inclination to injustice
makes democracy necessary —
Reinhold Niebuhr I 1892-19711.
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Purcell, Hunt
Notch Triumphs
In Ky. Hardcourts

Up And Down
'Roller Coaster' Racers Run
4*ast Aces For First Victory
By TONY WILSON
I.edger & Tunes Spurts Editur

EVANSVILLE, Ind. - Pardon Mike Gottfried if he complains of motion sickness. But
with his up-and-down Murray State football
team, he has good reason.
"Coaching this team is like riding a roller
coaster," Gottfried said Saturday after the
Racers struggled past Evansville 24-14 at
Central High School Stadium.
The triumph gave Gottfried his first-ever
road victory as a Murray State coach, but it
wasn't apparent until the Racers overcame a
listless first half with three second-half touchdowns to improve their record 1-0-1 and drop
the Aces to 0-2.
By halftime, Ricky Ray had passed for 116
yards, connecting on 10 of 16 attempts. But he
was even better thereafter, hitting on all six
of his tries, one of which was a touchdown
straw to fullback Tony Lester in the third
quarter that put Murray up for good.
"I was hoping he would come to me with
it," said Lester, who also rushed for 49 yards
on 13 carries and caught another pass. "I
KNEW I had it when he (Ray ) looked toward
That play came about five minutes after
Evansville quarterback Scott Topczewski had
teamed with slotback Steve Wright for an 84yard pass play to put the Aces up 14-10.
But Lester's catch and a one-yard run by
Undsey Hudspeth six minutes later squashed
any hopes pass-oriented Evansville had of
beating Murray for only the eighth time in 23
games.
Topczewski finished with 16-of-36 passing
for 262 yards, but the air was the only route in
which the Aces could muster any offense.
They were held to a minus-three yards
rushing on just 18 attempts.
"Our secondary did a good job, considering
almost all they did was pass," said Gottfried.
"We came up with three interceptions; we
Just couldn't do anything with them."
Murray's offense totalled 390 yards, thanks
to a great extent to Danny Lee Johnson, who
finished with 136 yards rushing on 23 carries
"I'll get better as the season goes along,"
said Johnson, who admits he has been slowed
considerably since suffering a bursted blood
vessel in a foot during preseason workouts.
"The SEMO game was the first real contact I
had since two-a-days (workouts)," Johnson
said. "It still takes me a while to get warmed
LIP."
His performance supported the latter
statement. After 31 yards on 10 tries in the

first half, he picked up the final 105 on just 13
more carries, including a 50-yarder to set up
Hudspeth's score.
Murray State's pass defense improved as
the game wore on, too. Topczewski completed
10 of his 18 tosses in the first half, but two
were picked off-one each by Terry Love and
Greg Evans - within a few minutes of each
other.
And in the second half, the Evansville
quarterback managed to connect on only six
of his 18 tries. Donald White was credited with
the Racers' final interception.
"This was the kind of game we needed,"
said Love, the Racer safety who is a cocaptain on defense. "The pass interference
calls against us when we played SEMO (to a
21-21 tie) shook us up a little bit, so we needed
to get some confidence back."
Murray marched to Evansville's threeyard line on the game's opening series, but it
VMS forced to settle for a 27-yard field goal by
David Tuck after coming up short on five
running plays.
That was the only offense the Racers could
muster in the half, though, and Evansville's
touchdown on its first possession - a six-yard
run by Chris Benzel - held up lor a 7-3
halftime lead.
"We really struggled for consistency in the
first half," said Gottfried. "I have to credit
Evansville's coaching staff with that. We
were the better team, but they were ready to
play us."
Murray shut off Evansville's running game
so completely in the first half, that, though the
Racers limited the Aces to a net second-half
gain of zero, it was three yards better than
their first half total - minus-three.
Only one team, Southern (La.) University,
ranks ahead of the Racers nationally in
defense against the run. It held its opponent to
a minus-47 yards in its only game.
"Our experience is in the defensive line, so
I'm not surprised that we're looking strong
there," said Gottfried. And what of the Racer
pass defense?
"We gave up a lot of yards, but we kept
them out of the end zone most of the night.
That's all rm worried abont."

Ray and linebacker Jim Dunnaway were
named the outstanding players on offense and
defense, respectively. Dunnaway was
credited with five solo tackles, an assist and
three tackles for losses.

By TONY WILSON
Ledger & Tunes Sports Editor

ed through the first set, then
broke Boling's service for a 6-5
lead before holding service for
the match.
"I played the same way in
every match," Purcell said.
"Serve to the backhand and
hit the good volley."
In other singles finals:
Eddie Hunt of Murray
easily defeated Joe Hunter of
Sikeston, Mo., 6-1, 6-2 for the
men's 35-and-over title. Hunt,
who won the Kentucky State
Closed 35s earlier this year,
beat Fred Steward, also of
Sikeston, 6-3, 6-4 in the
semifinals.
Dick Swigart of
Louisville, the fifth-ranked 50and-over player in the nation,
breezed past Paul Ftowton of
Paducah 6-2, 6-3 in the 45-andover final. Swigart had advanced with a 6-1, 6-3 victory
over Ben Moore of Frankfort,
while Ftovvton took a 6-1, 6-2
decision over Ed Wills of
Memphis.
Alamparte gained a
measure of revenge for his
early-round loss in the singles
by teaming with Jeff Gola to
win the open doubles. The pair
stopped the Racers' Swarting
and Jungren 7-6, 7-5 in the
final match of the tournament
last night.
The winners defeated
brothers Mark and Ross Boling in the semis, while Swarting and Jungren had advanced by downing Roger Berthiaume and Terje Persson,
two other Murray State
players.
Wills and Monroe Sloan of
Memphis rallied for a 2-6, 6-3,
6-3 win over Hunter and
Steward in the 35 doubles,
which was combined with the
45s because of a lack of r•-,tries.
Ai+ T,purnament director Bei
nie Purcell, who ran the even'
for the 12th year, called it one
of his best. "We not only got
some quality players from
other schools to play, it also
gave local players a chance to
compete," he said.

Before he entered the Kentucky Hardcourt Tennis
Championships, Del Purcell
admitted he thought the
chances of his doing well were
slim. Then he began playing.
"After the first few rounds, I
gained a lot of confidence,"
said Purcell, who won the
singles title yesterday with an
easy 6-1, 7-5 finals triumph
over Bowling Green's Mark
Boling at the MSU tennis complex.
After it was announced that
Purcell's brother, Mel, who
had won the previous three
titles, would not be able to
compete, the title was thrown
up for grabs. And when the top
seed, Jorge Alamparte of
Western Kentucky Unversity,
went down in the second
round, no clear-cut favorite
was left.
Purcell beat Fisstern Kentucky's Chip Halbauer 6-4, 6-2
in the second round, then
followed that up with a 6-1, 7-6
decision over a former Murray State netter, Roger
Westfall.
In the semifinals, Purcell,
fifth-seeded, met the No. 4
seed, Jeff Zinn of Eastern. He
held service to take a 5-4 finalset lead, then broke Zinn's
serve for a 4-6, 6-2, 6-4 victory.
In the semis, Purcell beat
another Racer netter, Steve
Danny Lee Johnson received congratulations from Norm Fell after scoring in the second
Willie,6-1,6-3.
half against Evansville Saturday. He rushed for 136 yards in the Racers'24-14 victory.
Boling, a former East Tennessee tennis team member,
was Mr. Wipeout as far as the
Murray State tennis team was
concerned. All four of his victories came over current or
former Racer players. He
started with a 6-2, 2-6, 6-2 victory over Raymond Simms;
beat Jeff Leeper 6-1,6-1; edged Finn Swarting 7-5,2-8 in the
By BRUCS LOWITT
Packers 28, Saints 19 - quarterfinals; then ousted
defensive prowess in a narrow
AP Sports Writer
9-7 loss to Miami last Sunday, Steve Atkins ran 3 yards for Mats Jungren 6-1, 7-5 in the
It was touted as a rematch. showed what it is capable of Green Bay's winning TD, then semis.
Purcell, a teaching pro at
It wound up looking more like doing with the ball.
sprinted 60 yards to set up a 3a replay.
yard scoring run by Eric the Kenlake Tennis Center,
Chargers 30, Raiders 10 - Torkelson that locked up the had little trouble with Boling
Eight months ago the Pitin the finals, though. He breeztsburgh Steelers ignored - or San Diego waited a full year to Packers' victory.
took advantage of - freezing get even for what has become
rain and beat the visiting known as the "immaculate
Houston Oilers 34-5 to take deception," Ken Stabler's
THE AUDI 5000
that big step that got them into intentional fumble that was
kicked and dribbled into the
the Super Bowl.
regular-season end zone by Pete Banaszak
Sunday's
game was being hailed as a and Dave Casper for a lastrematch of that American second winning touchdown.
Conference title showdown
Bucs 29, Colts 26 - Greg
This time the weather in
Pittsburgh was exactly the Landry of Baltimore was
opposite - warm, sunny. cocking his arm to throw on
clear - but the result was the third play of overtime
virtually the same. This time when Randy Crowder of
the Steelers mauled the Oilers Tampa Bay got to him. The
resulting
fumble
was
38-7.
recovered by the Bucs' Bill
Kollar-and Neil O'Donoghue
-WAW'S 4TH ANNUAL IMPORTED CAR
immediately kicked a 31-yard
NFL ROUNDUP
field goal that beat the Colts.

e

eelers Demo ish Oilers
34-5; Patriots Roll 56-3

"...IT WOULD BE HARD TO FIND
A BETTER COMBINATION
OF RIDE,ROADHOLDING,
PERFORMANCE,COMFORT
AND FIVE-PASSENGER ROOM
ATANY PRICE."
EVALUATIONS

C3000

Evansville quarterback Scott Topczewski watched a pass attempt as Murray State lineman
Richard Lanapher defended. Topczewski passed for 262 yards, but the Racers notched their
first win of the season.

You are invited to shop and save at the largest Ford
Dealer in Western Ky. 48 different models with over 250 new
cars & trucks on our lot to choose from. This includes all
types of 4 wheel drives and your smaller gas saving cars 8,
trucks - We always have the best selection of used cars and
trucks. We want volume - We'll sell cheaper.

Open Nites For Your
Shopping Convenience

PARKER FORD INC.
MURRAY, U.

"I said last January that the
weather didn't beat us Pittsburgh did - and they won
the baligame today in ideal
weather conditions for both
teams," Houston Coach Bum
Phillips admitted.
Tonight it's Atlanta at
Philadelphia.
They did everything that
got them to the Super Bowl.
Phillips said of the Steelers.
In fact, it was frightening
what the Steelers did.
On offense, Terry Bradshaw
passed for two touchdowns.
One of them went to Sidney
Thornton, who also ran for a
TD.
But it was the Steel Curtain
defense that really shone. The
Oilers managed a scant 124
yards - total yards - against
Joe Greene, Jack Lambert
and friends.
Patriots 56, Jets 3 - A
defense isn't the only thing
that can take the life out of a
defense. A more potent offense can, too - like New
England's,for instance.
A week ago it looked weak
against the Steelers. Steve.
Grogan's passing garne'Atuss
clearly off. But against the
Jets he was magnificent.
completing five touchdown
passes covering 49, 44 and 28
yards to Harold Jackson and
37 and 50 yards to Stanley
Morgan.

Cowboys 21, 49ers 13- O.J.
Simpson of San Francisco (43
yards) and Tony Dorsett of
Dallas (54 yards) made their
season debuts at running back
- but it was Roger Staubach's
first two touchdown passes of
the season that gave the
Cowboys their victory.
Sjolibach hit Drew Pearson
for 22 yards and a score late in
the third period to wipe out the
49ers' 10-6 lead and found Billy
Joe DuPree for 13 yards and a
TD in the fourth quarter.
Dolphins 19, Seahawks 10 Miami's Bob Griese threw two
touchdown passes-7 yards to
Norm Bulaich and 3 yards to
Nat Moore - and rookie Uwe
von Schamann kicked field
goals of 36 and 31 yards to-beat
the Seahawks.

W.A.W., to insiders, is Wards Auto World, a highly regarded trade journal read primarily by engineers and
executives who work in the automotive manufacturing
industry.
In the November 1978,issue, Wards' Auto World rated
24 imported cars on the basis of driving evaluations by
W.A.W. editors and this is what they had to say:
"Not surprisingly the 500(1 grabbed a clear first place
in this year's evaluations..."

Redskins 27, Lions 24 Washington's Mark Moseley,
given a second chance by the
Lions, beat, them with a 41yard field goal eight seconds
from the final gun for having
too many men on the field. Zoe
Theismqnn threw two TD
passes for the Redskins.

Bears 26, Vikings 7 Walter Payton amassed 182
yards - 141 of them in the
second period - in Chicago's
trouncing. Tommy Kramer,
who threw for four TDs last
week for Minnesota, ran 2
Bills 51, Bengals 24 - yards for the Vikes' lone score
Buffalo, which displayed its this week.

JUUl.)
in this road test was a 1978
used
5000
Audi
(The
model equipped with automatic transmission.)
Why is the Audi 5000 the choice of so many insiders,
Test drive the 1979 model and see for yourself.

PORSCHE+AUDI
Close
Nothing Even Comes

Suggected retail prue S'4

I'

Transportation,' 10011 taxes and dealer delivery charges additional
ully equipped 'V model Si i 360

Pt) E

Carroll Volkswagen-Audi, Inc.
800 Chestnut Street

Murray
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Austin, McEnroe Differ,
But Both Are Champions
By ALc:X SACHARc.:
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK - She:s 16,
quiet, reserved, steady rather
than flashy, a sprightly
suburban schoolgirl with
pigtails and pink dresses.

He's 20, brash, brazen, a
shoot-from-the-hip street kid
in sneakers with the talent to
back up his words.
Tracy Austin and John
McEnroe. They are tennis'
younger generation, and
Sunday they Showed a sellout
crowd at the U.S. Open and a
national television audience
Softball Tourney
that the future is now.
Accepting Entries
Austin, playing her patient
baseline game to perfection
PURYEAR, Tenn. - and capitalizing on her opWomen's softball teams have ponent's
uncommonly
until Tuesday to sign up for an frequent errors, dethroned
invitational tournament to be four-time defending titlist
held here Saturday and Chris Evert Lloyd 6-4, 6-3
Sunday.
Then it was McEnroe's turn,
The entry fee per team is and the outcome was never in
$50, and those interested doubt. In the first all-New
should call 901-247-5121 or 502- York final in U.S. Open
492-8203.
history, McEnroe's strong

Cross Country

serve and volley game proved
far too effective for Vitas
Gerulaitis. McEnroe won 7-5,
6-3, 6-3, to become the
youngest winner of the men's
singles title since Pancho
Gonzalez, who was 19 when he
won in 1948.
Both singles winners earned
$39,000 from the total prize
money of $563,600.
When it was all over,
McEnroe heaved his racket 25
feet into the air, his ruddy face
contorted in ecstacy. He had
proven himself a champion
before an ornery hometown
crowd that earlier in the twoweek event had cheered his
every fault.
"This is by far the biggest
win I've ever had, especially
because this tournament is

Jim Dunaway 25 and Greg Evans watched an Evansv
ille receiver drop a pass from
quarterback Scott Topczewski in the first half Saturd
ay. The Racer defense intercepted
three of Topczewski's tosses to help a 24-14 victory
.

practically in my backyard,"
said McEnroe, who lives with
his family in Douglaston,
some 10 minutes from the
National Tennis Center :n
Flushing Meadow.
"I didn't think I got nervo is
at matches, but these last two
have really been something. I
was so nervous it was a joke."
McEnroe, the No. 3 seed,
had a tumultuous road to the
finals. Two of his opponents
defaulted. His second-round
match against Ilie Nastase
was a circus, an unruly crowd
holding up play for 15 minutes
and forcing the removal of
umpire Frank Hammond.
Saturday he faced Jimmy
Connors, the defending
champion who had beaten
McEnroe in straight sets in
the same circumstances a
year ago.
"Last year I went in with a
negative attitude - I knew
Jimmy was going to beat me."
said McEnroe. "This year it
was different. This was the
first time I came into the
tournament confident I could
win."
McEnroe knocked off
Connors 6-3, 6-3, 7-5 and rode
that high into the final against
Gerulaitis. "I'm sorry I had to
beat Vitas, because he's a
friend of mine," said
McEnroe. "But I'm glad he
went out there and played
lousy."
Actually, Gerulaitis - the
No.4 seed who grew up in
Brooklyn and Howard Beach
and now resides in nearby
Kings Point- didn't play that
badly; McEnroe played that
well.
Of 15 service games.
McEnroe was broken only
once. The rest of the time he
dominated play with his
brilliant net game. Gerulaitis,
whose strength is his speed
Kicker David Tuck was forced to leap high for snap
in the
and agility, was simply r
Saturday against Evansville. He couldn't get off the
punt,
but
match for McEnroe's power
he did kick a field goal to help the Racers'triumph.

Division-Leading Astros, Orioles Are Winners
A

Alou Sparks Houston Past Giants

By the Associated Press
As the sun set over National
League West, the Houston
Astros were back on top thanks to a 36-year-old, parttimeylayer in the twilight of
his career.
Jesus Alou has spent this
season as a coach-pinchhitter
for the Astros. He has batted
only 37 times, with nine hits the latest a two-run double in
the four-run eighth inning that
carried Houston to a 4-1
triumph over the San Francisco Giants Sunday.
The Astros trailed 1-0 and
had managed only four hits
through seven innings. Then in
the eighth, pinch-hitter Dave
Bergman and Cesar Cedeno
singled off San Francisco
reliever Greg Minton.
NATIONAL

Shortstop Craig Reynolds

was the next scheduled batter,
but when Giants Manager
Dave Bristol brought in lefthander Gary Lavelle, Astros
Manager Bill Virdon went
looking for a little more righthanded power than Reynolds
usually
displays.
Alou
produced a two-run double
that sent the Astros past the
Giants and back into the West
Division lead.
The Cincinnati Reds, who
had taken a one-half game
lead Saturday, lost it when
Steve Garvey's seventh-inning
homer snapped a tie and gave
the Los Angeles Dodgers a 3-1
triumph.
In the other NI. games
Sunday, the Pittsburgh
Pirates retained their onegame lead in the East with a 65 triumph over the New York
Mets, but the second-place
Montreal Expos kept pace by
downing the St. Louis Cardinals 4-1 for their 12th
triumph in 13 games.

Mayfield, Benton, Grove
Are Jamboree Winners
Mayfield, Parks
,Grove and
.
Union City were winners in a
junior-high football jamboree
Saturday night at Roy Stewart
Stadium.
Mayfield clubbed Benton to6, Grove (Tenn. I edged
Murray Middle 8-0, and Union
City shut out Calloway Middle
12-0.

Grove scored the winning
points against Murray on a 20yard first-half run, while
Union City scored in each half.
Calloway's Randall Duncan
broke away on the game's
final play for a 50-yard gain,
but he was caught from behind
at the 10 as the final horn
sounded.

NUTRITIONAL EVALUATION BY COMPUTER

•

YOUR PERSONALIZED COMPUTER EVALU
ATION
OF NUTRIENT DEFICIENCIES
IS
AVAILABLE
NOW.
Richard Broeringmeyer,
Ph.D. in Nutrition has just
installed the latest in computers for this work. Dr.
Broeringmeyer is a consultant and teaches nutrition
to Nutritionally Oriented
Physicians in all major
areas across the•United States. Dr. Broeri
ngmeyer is
the author of: "The Problem Solver
Nutritionally
Speaking," "Nutrition-The Tree of Life," The
Nutritional Answer" and other professional publica
tions.
FOR YOUR PERSONAL CONSULTATION
AND
NV ALUATION PHONE 753-2962 for an appointment.

Dodgers 3, Reds 1 - Garvey's seventh-inning homer
snapped a 1-1 tie and helped
Los Angeles defeat Cincinnati
to leave the Reds a half-game
out entering a two-game
series with Houston.
Pirates 6. Mets 5 - Willie
Stargell doubled home Dave
Parker with one out in the
ninth inning, snapping a tie
and carrying Pittsburgh past
New York.
F.xpos 4,Cardinals 1 - Gary
Carter and Ellis Valentine had
three hits apiece, pacing
Montreal's eight-hit attack
and boosting the Expos to
their victory over St. Louis.
Cubs 15, Mlles 2 - Barry
Foote had four hits, including
a grand-slam homer in
Chicago's five-run fourth, and
Larry Biittner also had four
hits as the Cubs amassed a
season-high 22 hits in their
rout of Philadelphia.
Padres 4, Braves 1 - Gene
Tenace hit his 17th homer of
the season to help Randy
Jones and San Diego beat
Atlanta and Phil Niekro, 17-19.

NFL Standings
American Caderence
East
WI. T Pet PF PA
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2 0 0 1000 76 17
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1 1 0
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New England
1
1 0
500 69 19
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0 2 0
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2 0 0 1 003 54 20
Houston
1
1 0
500 36 65
CITICI nnati
0 2 0
cal 21 6/
Wnt
San Diego
2 0 0 1300 83 26
Denver
I 0
I
500 19 13
Kansas City
1
1 0 500 38 27
Oakland
1
1 0
500 34 47
Seattle
0 2 0
000 26 ST
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2 0 0 l000 13 34
Philadelphia
1 0 0 1 000 23 17
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1
1 0
500 48 36
Washington
1 1 0 500 54 53
N V fitants
0 2 0
000 31 50
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Chicago
2 0 0 1 OM 32 10
Tampa Hay
2 0 0 1 000 60 42
Green Pay
1 0
1
500 31
25
M1nneqot
I
1 0
500 35 48
Detroit
0 2 0
040 40 58
West
Atlanta
1 0 0 1 0011 40 34
los Angeleti
1
1 0
500 30 33
N.W Orleans
0 2 0
NOUN
San Franctsco 0 2 0
NO X 40

Baltimore Pounds Red Sox 16-4
By the Associated Press
Few teams beat the Boston
Red Sox at their own game in
Fenway Park.
But Sunday, thhe ball took a
Baltimore bounce.
''Our ground balls just went
through," said Baltimore
Orioles
Manager
Earl
Weaver. "They hit some hard
ground balls that were double
plays and that turned it
around."
The Orioles also hit some
balls over the fence - three of
them, in fact - and the result
was a 16-4 rout of the Red Sox,
who slipped 141,2 games
behind in the American
League East.
"I don't believe I ever sat in
a ballpark and said,'I hope we
don't get any more runs,said Weaver. "But I did
today."

AIWAICAN

The Brewers fell further
behind the Orioles in the East
race by dropping a 5-2 decision
to the California Angels.
Elsewhere in. the AL, Kansas
City beat Seeatle 3-1; Texas
edged Minnesota 6-5; Detroit
turned back New York 3-1:
Cleveland outslugged Toronto
14-10 and Oakland blanked
Chicago 3-0 in the opener of a
doubleheader before losing

the second game 7-0
Angels 5, Brewers 2 Frank Tanana, trying to come
back from tendinitis in his left
shoulder, gave up five hits in
52-3 innings to gain his first
victory since June 5 as
California
defeated
Milwaukee.
Royals 3, Mariners 1 Larry Gura fired a six-hitter
and George Brett collected
three hits to lead Kansas City
over Seattle. Gura, 11-10,
walked two and struck out
two, losing his shutout in the
sixth
inning
on
Tom
Paciorek's home run.
Rangers 6, Twins 5 Johnny Grubb hit a two-run
homer and two relief pitchers
preserved Steve Corner's 15th
victory as Texas beat Minnesota. Grubb's shot, his 10th
of the year and first since June
6, came off loser Paul Hartzell, 6-8, and capped a threerun burst by the Rangers in
the fourth inning.
Tigers 3, Yankees 1 - John
Wockenfuss drove in three
runs and Mike Chris and
Aurelio Lopez combined on a
four-hitter, leading Detroit
over New York.
Indians 14, Blue Jays 10
Bobby Bonds' grand slain

They Said it
"I wasn't disappointed in
the fact that we lost," said
Georgia Tech Coach Pepper
Rodgers following a 30-6
setback at hands of No. 2
Alabama. "Anybody in their
right mind would assume
Alabama is going to beat us."
Coach Paul "Bear" Bryant
of Alabama said his teams
"performed about like they've
been practicing. But the score
surprised me."

LOUISVILLE, Ky. Freshmen Barry Atwell and
Gary Ribbon finished one-two
to pace the Murray State cross
country team to a first-place
finish in the 10,000 meter
Westport Cross Country
Carnival Saturday. The meet
opened the Racers'season.
Murray's 22 points easily
topped the Mason-Dixon
Track Club 156), Morehead
651, the Western Kentucky

"B" team 67) and I
Cherokee Road Runners 1168).
Atwell finished in 31:01.6,
followed by Ribbon 31:22.21,
Jerry Odlin 14th, 31:38.61,
Richard Charlesion 17th,
32:13.8), Pat Chimes (8th,
32:23.9), Danny McAslin
1 34th, 36:04) and Greg Fox
145th, 38:12 ).
Murray
travels
to
Jonesboro, Ark., for a dual
meet against Arkansas State
Friday.
hi

Racer Women Take
Second At Richmond

ANFRI1 AN I.F.AGUE
EAST
Pct.
Baltimore
671
94 44
Milwaukee
83 60
580
79
568
60
Boston
77 63
york
550
76 65
Detroit
528
clev,land
74 69
517
44
310
98
Toronto
WEST
80 64
California
566
75 47
525
Kansas Car
72 69
Minnesota
511
71
497
72
Tevis
01 82
Chicago
477
a 0,4
417
Seattle
50
14
7
94
Oak Land
Saturday's Games
BalUrnore 3, Boston 2
Cleveland 5, Toronto 4
Oakland 2, Chicago I
New York 5. Detrolt 4

Gil
124
14`i
17
70
21'1
51

Slayton ran the 5,000 meter
course in 19:58 as the Racers
compiled 39 points, behind
winner Morehead 34) and
ahead of host Eastern 561.)

Other Racer runners and
their finishes were Deanna
Dennison (6th, 20:271, Sandy
Minos 1 8th, 21:07), Cara
O'Brien 10th, 21:30), Joan
Migatz 111th, 21:42), Diane
Stewart 112th, 22:02), Wandy
Darling 113th, 22:11) and
Sharon Macy( 16yh,22:23)
Murray
runs against
Southern Illinois Saturday in
Carbondale.

Golf

Graham Captures
Pleasant Valley;
Lyle Europe Winner
By the Associated Press
72-hole score of 275, 9 under
SUTTON, Mass. -- On the par.
17th hole, Lou Graham set up • Crenshaw, a local favorit
e
for a tough chip shot when a who made his pro debut
here
fan on the hill shouted: "Don't on a sponsor's exempt
ion in
let the pressure get you."
1973, was a bridesmaid once
The fan obviously didn't again - for the fifth time
in
know who he was addressing. the last six tournaments
-The 41-year-old Graham has taking runnerup money ol
been playing golf under $27,000 instead of the winner's
pressure for a long time, share of $45,000.
winning more than $1 million
in prize money on the PGA
"Well, heck," Crenshaw
tour since 1964.
"That made me more said with a grin. "Here I am
determined," Graham said. again. I had a bunch of
-I didn't look tico I just chances, but I just didn't
stepped back, looked at my make enough birdies.
ball and hit right up to the
hole."
"It's unbelievable, but I'm
Then, with a 2-stroke lead,
the pressure became more trying to look at the positive
intense. As Graham got set for side. When you're second so
his short putt on the 17th green many times, you have to be
Sunday, he heard a tremen- playing„well. I've just got to
dous roar from a huge gallery keep trying. It will happen
on the 18th. Ben Crenshaw had sometime."
finished with a birdie and
TURNBERRY, Scotland Graham's lead was cut to a
Sandy Lyle of Scotland fired a
stroke.
"Nobody had to tell me," 5-under-par 65 in the final
Graham said. "I knew what round for an easy victory in
had happened. I didn't even the $210,000 European ()pen
turn ,round to look at the Golf Championship.
leader board."
DENVER - Sally Little
Graham played the final carded a final round 72
for a?hole cautiously, getting down under-par 209 total to
claim I
in par by two-putting from 12 two-stroke victor
y in a
feet and winning the MONO $100,000 Ladies Profess
ional
Pleasant Valley Classic with a Golf Association
tournament.

We're coming to...
The Central Shopping Center
OLD KROGER BLDG

•Guaranteed
Satisfaction.
•Competitive
Prices.
•Nationally
Advertised
Brands.
Watch for our. Big Grand
Opening!

670

20

Mooday's Games
Minnesota (Goltz 13-10 and Erickson 1iSplintrff 11.19 and
91 at Kansas City
Pattin 4-2 or Eaton 0.01.2. it-n
Baltimore if) Martinez 14-12i at Boston
,Stanley 14-41t ni
Seattle Dressler 1.11 at Trim r Jenkins
13421.
only games scheduled

ei

a
St

RICHMOND, Ky. - Wendy
Slayton placed fourth to pace
the Murray State women to a
second-place finish Saturday
in a triangular meet at
Eastern Kentucky University.

A "TOTAL HARDWARE"
store
with 11 big depts.
featuring...

Baseball Standings
NATION Al. MALI. F.
EAST
7
11
a
[
9
56
.
7
Ps96599
ct 1,9
Pittsburgh
Montreal
St Louis
70 134
543
6
Chicago
73 67
521 11
Philadelphia
71 71
SOO 14
New York
393 29
IFF.
559T 85
Houston
81 62
5as
Cincinnati
81 63
yea
Los Angeles
I3
San Franctsco
01
11P-,
San Diego
7
1 2.
751
42
83
4876
4
Atlanta
07
307
Saturday'
55s C.mes
New York 3, Pittsburgh 2, 15
inning.
Philadelphia 9. Chicago 8
Cancmnati 4. Los Afifelt41 1
San Diego 9, Atlanta 2
Montreal 7, St Lana 2
San Francisco 2, Houston 1
Samkay's Games
Pittsburgh 0, New York 5
San Nese,4. Atlanta I
Chicago /5, Philadelphia 2
IAA Angeles 3, Cincinnati I
Montreal 4.911 Innis 1
Houston 4. San Francisco 1
Meaday's Games
No games scheduled

home run climaxed a five-run
rally that led Cleveland over
Toronto. Blue Jays reliever
Tom Buskey, 6-9, entered the
ninth with a 10-9 lead before
the Indians made their
comeback capped by Bonds'
23rd homer of the year.

Atwell, Ribbon Lead
Men To Easy Victory

COAST TO COAST STORES
total hardware
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ARM EitiElAt& RECAST
Due To Rising Fuel Costs

Homeowners Try To Be Energy Efficient
From The Desk of
Jean W.Cloar
Co. c:1-tension Agent
for Home F,c.
of Ky. College of
Ag. xtension Service
The unprecedented rise in
fuel costs . in forcing many
homeowners to be on a continuous lookout for energyefficient methods of heating
and cooling their homes.
Though somewhat limited in
scope and seldom thought of
as energy-conserving, various
window treatments can
significantly help reduce the
amount of energy used to heat
and-or cool a home.
While window treatments
can be as diverse and
distinctive as you wish, some
treatments are more energyefficient than others. Why?
Because an energy-efficient
window treatment must trap
air between itself and the
window.
In actuality, heat loss
through windows of the
average home may account
for from 25 to as high as 50
percent of heating costs. The
insulating R-value of a window is very low when compared with the insulating
value of the main part of a
wood-framed wall. A 2:14 stud
wall, insulated with 3'1 inches
of fiberglass, has an average

insulating R-value of from 10.5
to 13.2. A 2 x 6 stud wall with
inches of fiberglass has an
R-value of from 16.8 to 22.4. A
single pane of glass has an Rvalue of only 0.89; double
glazing, 1.81; triple glazing,
2.79; and quadruple glazing
3.74.
DRAPF.RIcIS
The n.ost common window
treatment today is the pinch
or French-pleated drapery.
However, since drapery
stands away from the wall and
is not sealed at top or sides, air
leaks are inherent. The use of
a valance, a common addition
to the popular pinch or
French-pleated drapery, does
not stop air leakage since the
top is open.
Recent experiments conducted at the University of
Georgia and the Illinois
Institute of Technology
demonstrated the effect of air
flow behind window coverings
(draperies or shades) hung in
front of window frames. The
results show that as air flows
behind and comes in contact
with the cool window, heat loss
through the window is actually
increased and the air is
cooled. The cooler, heavier air
then falls faster and pulls in
more air from the top,
creating a reverse chimney
effect and cascades cool

drafts into the living area.
Heat loss through windows
is substantially reduced with
tight-fitting closed draperies
used with a closed-top cornice
board. Draperies should be
sealed at edges by securing
fabric against cornice wall or
window frame, should be
pinned or sealed at center
overlap and extended down in
contact with floor or window

sill. The Georgia experiment not suitable the draperies
showed that draperies so should extend from ceiling to
installed on a double glazed floor to avoid the cascading
window reduced heat loss by effect of air behind the
as much as 21 percent com- drapery.
ATTF,NTION
pared to the same window
A drapery construction
with opened draperies. When
draperies were unpinned at workshop is scheduled for
center overlap, heat loss Monday, September 17 at 9:30
reduction through the window a.m. at Sherwin Williams
was less than 10 percent. If Decorating Center in the
closed-top cornice boards are South Side Shopping Center
beginning at 9:30 a.m. At this
meeting selection of fabric
and how to measure windows
will be discussed. The actual
USDA
construction
of draperies will
Agricultural Marketing Service
be held Sept. 25 and 27 at the
West Kentucky Livestock and
SPECIAL ALERT: USDA's AMS suggests that consumers make Exposition Center. Everyone
lull use of abundant Pork and Broilers this September. Supplies of is invited to attend these
both are unusually large
meetings. This series will be
taught
by Mrs. Marilyn
this
situation
like
looks
As of mid-August, the September supply
Bazzell of the Murray Sherwin
RED MEATS
was up around 2%. July Williams Decorating Center.

FOOD MARKETI

Beef . . . adequate Although
down from high levels of recent
years, supplies should continue
adequate due to large supplies
of competing meats Production
to average 9-11% below yearearlier level, and about 13%
below 1976-78 average for
September
Pork . . . plentiful Pork output
during September likely will
reach a record for the month
Production 18-20% above yearearlier, or about 22% above
1976-78 average for September

POULTRY 8 EGGS
Broiler-fryers .
. plentiful
Marketings 9-11% above yearearlier and 15-17% above 197678 average for September.

er

Turkey . . plentiful Supplies
15% above year-earlier and 7%
above 1976-78 average for
September New-crop turkey
output and cold storage
holdings to continue well above
year-earlier levels

9 under
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:id once
time in
ergs -oney of
winner's

Eggs ... plentiful Output 2-3%
above year-earlier and 4-5%
above 1976-78 average for
September
MILK & DAIRY PRODUCTS
Milk & dairy products . . .
adequate
Milk production
declining seasonally, but expected to continue above yearearlier levels — July production
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ZUCCHINI — Retired Murray State University history
professor W. A. Smith shows two zucchinis he grew. One
weighs eight pounds and is 17 inches long and the other
weighs six pounds and is 16 inches long. Smith estimated
both are around 15 inches in diameter.

ly Little
72 for a 7o claim a
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ifessional
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American cheese production
was up 10%, and end-of-June
commercial stocks were up 7%
from low year-earlier levels, July
butter production was 5% above
year-earlier level, and end-ofJune commercial stocks were up
32% from low levels of a year
earlier. June nonfat dry milk
production was doviih slightly
from year-earlier, but end-ofJune manufacturers' stocks
were up 34% from a year earlier.

I Case Company has introduced three new four-wheel drive units to its 90 Series
tractor line. Shown left to right are the Model 4690, the 4890 and the 4490. Powered
by 6-cylinder turbocharged diesels, the new units feature solid state selective steering,
12-speed range power shift transmissions and a specially designed closed-center
hydraulic system.

FARMERS!
For Up To The Minute

Grain Prices
Call...
Hutson Grain Terminal
Port-Of-Murray-Calloway County

FRUITS, VEGETABLES & NUTS
Fresh grapes and Bartlett pears
plentiful, but apples and fresh
purple plums..adequate. Fresh
California plums and nectarines
... adequate for the first part of
September. but light at month's
end Lemons ... light, until new
crop begins, but Valencia
oranges and limes ... adequate.
Canned peaches, pears, and
fruit cocktail . . . adequate
Canned, frozen and chilled
citrus juices ... adequate. Dried
prunes. adequate. and raisins
light
Processed vegetables . . adequate overall, with most canned
and frozen vegetables above
moderate year-earlier levels
Canned lima beans, snap beans
and sweet corn ... adequate. and
frozen snap beans and corn-oncob . . . plentiful Other frozen,
vegetables .. adequate
Potatoes .. adequate, although
fall storage crop to be slightly
below last year's record-large
crop. Frozen potatoes . . plentiful
Fresh
vegetables, including
onions ... adequate Supplies of
carrots, celery
green
and
peppers to be larger than last
year's

The Federal Crop Insurance
Corporation (FCIC) of the
Department of Agriculture is
seeking public comment on its
proposed regulations for insuring soybeans in Calloway
County, effective with the 1980
crop year.
Information on the proposed
soybean regulations may be
obtained from the FCIC office,
Route 8, Mayfield, Ky.,42066.
The deadline for submitting
written comments on the
proposed regulations is
October 9, 1979. All written
comments must be sent to:
Manager, Federal Crop
Insurance Corporation, U.S.
Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D.C., 20250.

Calloway County High School students Mark McCallon,
left, and Mike Cooper are pictured on their return from
the Kentucky Forestry and Environmental Youth Camp.
The Aug. 6 - 10 camp was sponsored by the Kentucky
Forestry Council and held at the Lake Cumberland 4-H
Center near Jabez in Russell County. Seventy-two campers from 51 counties attended the camp designed to
teach young people the basics of forest management
wood utilization; timber measurements; fire prevention,
detection and control; tree identification and various
other aspects of forestry. McCallon and Cooper are
sophomores at CCHS. Both are enrolled in agribusiness
and are active members of the Future Farmers of
America. They were selected and sponsored for camp attendance by the Calloway County Conservation District.

Local
Farmers... ...... 474-2295
Ky.
Farmers.1-800-592-5409
Harvest Hours:
1 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.

Hutson Grain
Terminal
z

$2000 FACTORY
ALLOWANCE
ON MASSEY-FERGUSON'S
BIG CAPACITY
COMBINES- MF 750
AND MF 760.

Buy it your way
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... With full service
banking! Who could
resist having all the
financial services right
under one roof? Its so
convenient.., and time
saving! You'll fall in
love tot* w hen- you
.come to...

Bank of Murray
FDIC

...with our machinery money.
Buying machinery for your operation is your business
ours is
financing egricuoure We re
the farm credit people
That's our specialty
So when you ve got
plans for machinery that call
for cash, count on PCA
leaders in farm machinery financing We understand your needs.

large and small And we re commit
ted to helping you achieve you,
goals You II find that PCA has
the flexibility to tailor ban
terms and repayment to fit
your particular plan We
hear you talking We understand And with your sound
Plans for new machinery and out
money, you can buy it your way

Jackson Purchase MA
305 N.4th 81
Murray,Ky.753-5802

LET'S TALK.

V

A

These combines have earned their reputation the hard way, by doing the bigger jobs
better and faster. Now you can buy a
new Massey-Ferguson 750 or MasseyFerguson 760 at a price that's hard to beat.
The Big Combine and the Big Savings are
both waiting for you now at our dealership during Action Time '79.
We've been given a factory allowance
of $2,000 on the MF 750 and N1F 760,
which means extra savings for you.
Both combines feature Perkins fuel
efficient diesel engines, and exclusive
hi-inertia cylinders that maintain constant
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threshing speed to put more clean, whole
grain in the tank.
Our factory allowances make it easier
than ever hir you to own a MasseyFerguson combine. See us for full details
or call.

ACTION M
71110
Massey

Ferguson

Expiration dale,
September 28, 1979

Stokes Tractor &
PCA Industrial Road Implement Co. 753_1319
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Series Of Allegations Levied At
John Y. Brown By Louie Nunn
LOUISVILLE. K
API -- the spotlight of public sday.
The letter included a
allegations,
series
A
of
in the scrutiny."
Brown issued a statement request that Brown identify a
form of a list of questions,
have
been _leveled at calling the questions "more of person on his primary camDemocratic gubernatorial their Nunnsense ... sent ap- paign staff who was on parole
from a Florida penitentiary.
nominee John Y.Brown Jr. by parently in desperation."
M'asked if Brown was or had
The questions were in a
his Republican foe Louie B.
letter from Meredith that was been a member of a private
Nunn.
Ron Meredith, Nunn's handdelivered to .Brown's club in Florida developed by
campaign chairman, said headquarters Wednesday and men associated with Meyer
Friday the questions "deserve released to the media Thur- Lansky, alleged underworld
financier.
It said "Brown horse
trainer, Elvie Cobb, who has
been arrested for gambling.
was ejected from Churchill
Enjoy FLORIDA Fun
Downs for making book and
was expelled from the Ellis
South Seas Style Park race meet for doping a
in SARASOTA
horse."
Meredith said he wrote the
letter because of remarks
Brown made in an interview
Wester'
NI
with The Associated Press
Shorefront on Gulf of Mexico
accusing the Nunn campaign
of using untruths and
Enjoy fun-filled Jays, magical nights on beautiful Lido Beach
distortions reminiscent of
one of the world's finest. Don't miss Sarasota's
"Hitler and the KKK."
other attractions. Circus Hall of Fame
"He cannot drown out
Ringling Museum, Jungle Garden—fishing
sailing, water-skiing.
reasonable questions with
paranoid nonsense about
Relax in comfort, . . bask in the sun
'--- swim in the pool and Gulf. sip cocktails
Hitler and the KKK,"
. at the musical beach bar, lunch on the
Meredith said.
i patio. Polynesian American cuisine
Brown called the letter -an
Golf, tennis nearby. All new rooms
attempt to abuse and exploit
with Gulf views, effic., suites Colo
TV, air conditioning. Exciting South
the press to help advertise
Seas decor sets a Polynesian scene
their campaign of distortion,
of faraway vacation enchantment
misrepresentation and unfounded truths."
SARASO
TA,
FLORID
A
Write or cai ,
He said the parolee, James
C
U 11Kb
Phone
II 1854 Beni Frankhn ()nye Dept. 01878
Gibson of Shepherdsville, was
Iv,
Lido Beach, Sarasota, Flortcla 33577
(813) 388-5021 ci)Please send tree brochures rates
an unpaid volunteer driver in
his campaign. Finance
Namerecords showed Gibson,
NI NW
AdaresS
though not a paid staff
Sarasota, Florida 33577 ; Cy, State,
Zit)
member, was paid regularly
for expenses during the

sest

AKU Tiki'NI

AKU TIKI

"A $1.99 Steak Lunch
and a $2.99 Steak Dinner?

Impossible."
Not at Sirloin Stockade.
Just take a look.

LUNCH — Chopped Steak
Platter or Chicken Fried
Steak Platter. $1.99.
We serve up our Lunch Features with your choice of a steaming

baked potato or French Fries, and Stockade Toast. Monday
through Friday 11 a.m.
3 p.m.

DINNER — Special Sizzlin'Sirloin Steak Platter,
Soup 'n Salad Bar and Drink. $2.99.
Our Dinner Feature includes a Special Sizzlin Sirloin Steak.

baked potato or French Fries, Stockade Toast, any drink and
our Soup 'n Salad Bar. Every Monday. Tuesday and Wednesday
from 3 p.m. 'till closing.
Now you'll love comin* to

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
And mu quality will keep you commn back
Bel-Air Center

CHRIST
ALMIGHTY.
This is one of the basic concepts of the Christian Church.
We are known as the Disciples of Christ. The central belief of
our church is that Jesus Christ is the Son of God. This does indeed make him all mighty.
However, we feel that each person has the right to worship
and approach God according to his or her personal interpretation of the Bible. Freedom of faith is a birthright of
each of us.
Eventually we all must answer to the Almighty so we
should have the responsibility for the life we bring before
Him. It can be nobody else's job.
If you are looking for a place where you can express your
faith and life in a way that is compatible with this responsibility, we invite you to visit us next Sunday. We hope you
will find here the church family you have searched for. We'd
like to help.

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister

primary, and that the
payments totaled several
hundred dollars.
Richard Lobb said federa:
court records in Florida shov,
that Gibson and several other
persons were convicted in 197t
of "conspiracy to import
nonnarcotic drugs Schedule
I." He said that meant
marijuana.
Brown said Gibson had been
checked out with his parole
officer and received a good
recommendation, and that the
campaign was glad to help
rehabilitate Gibson.
He added, "What about
Louie and all the convicted
felons that stayed in the,
mansion while he was
governor? You can start with
John Mitchell and Spire
Agnew and go right down the
line."
The private club Meredith
referred to is the California
Club, a large club in Miami.
Brown said. "It has a couple
thousand members. I don't
know who built it or anything
else."
Brown, who once owned
part of Le Club lnternationa
in Florida, said his membership in the California Club
was honorary and that it was
customary for clubs to give
owners of other clubs such
memberships.
He said Cobb, of Henderson.
Ky.; has never trained horses
for him but has for his father.
John Y. Brown Sr.
Lobb said a June 28, 197.,
copy of The Racing Form
listed John Y. Brown Jr. and
John Y. Brown Sr. as the
owners and Cobb as the
trainer of a horse named Our
Sissy B.
Brown said his father owned
the horse and the listing was ir.
error. He said he was not
aware of gambling charge,
against Cobb- or racirv,
violations. "Maybe my dad
ought to look into who's
training his horses," he said.
Meredith's letter als,
challenged Brown to responc
in detail to charges made
the Republican "Operatior
Uncover" several weeks ak,
— a speech read by Num
aides that accused Brown uf
high-stakes gambling and
questionable associations.
"I am tired of having to
defend myself ... It's beneath
my dignity," Brown said.
He charged in his reply that
Nunn "broke the trust of the
people of Kentucky when he
was untruthful about raising
taxes" during his term as
governor.
He said Nunn -destroyed
the morale of state employees
when he illegally fired
thousands of Merit System
people, costing the state
millions of dollars in back
pay."

KING OF VALUES

*All In
Store
Stock
*While Supply
Lasts
*No Rainchecks
VALUABLE
../

i()

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
The Murray Ledger & Times by
5:30 p m. Monday-Friday or by
3:30 p.m. Saturdays are urged
call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through Friday, Of 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturdays.
A circulation departmert
employee is on duty during thesp
time periods to insure delivery it
your newspaper. Calls must be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays'or 4
p.m. Saturdays to . guarantee
delivery
The regular business office hours
of The Murray ledger I Times are
8 cm. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday and It a.m. to noon, Satin
days

qz* COUPON

ai

. VALUABLE

Posh Puffs Florals
125, 2 Pty Tissue
Nog. 66' Limit 3

Sweetheart

Liquid Detergent
Reg. 63'
Limit 3

WITH COUPON -a
qt

4,.!)

VALUABLE

Big K Potting Soil or
African Violet Soil

3/$100

2 Lb Bag

) g Cat Food

Reg, 44'

1.6 oc
Reg. 20'

VALUABLE

VALUABLE

7 oz. size
Reg. $1.17

I.

75

7 Quart

4

WITH COUPON

VALUABLE

0

Pop-Ice

$500

12 Bar Pack
Assorted Flavors

; 4/$100

Easy to clean porcelain ears,
Nog. $7.97
WITH COUPON
Coupon Good thru Sept. 12, 1979

WITH COUPON

Reg. 53'

eAlt Coupon Good thru Sept. 12, 1979

VALUABLE latf COUPON

. VALUABLE

0:41 Jt.

Faberge Organics

Tang Instant

Shampoo

Breakfast Drink
Makes 9 Quarts
Neg. 92.51

(1,

Coupon Good thru Sept 12,19791kifq

II

COUPON

Blancher
)
tk

Crest Toothpaste
ii

WITH COUPON

Coupon Good thru Sept. 12, 1979

WITH COUPON

!Coupon Good thru Sept. 12, 1979

COUPON

5°

5/900

VI Oz. Caa
Neg. 33`

Coupon Good thru Sept. 12, 1979 likr
oliz6i

Candy Bars

COUPON

Friskies Buffet
Asst. Flavors

WITH COUPON

Butternut, Big Time
Payday, Zero

WITH COUPON

Coupon Good thru Sept 12, 1979

•

VALUABLE

3/100

.w
eAr

Good thru Sept. 12, 1979

Robert P. Clark
Named Editor Of
Florida Newspapers
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP
Robert P. Clark, who resigned
July 3 as executive editor of
The Courier-Journal and The
Louisville Times, has been
named editor of The Florida
Times-Union and Jacksonville
Journal.
He will take over his new
duties next month. As editor,
Clark will direct the news and
editorial-page operations of
both newspapers.
Clark, 57, had been chief
news executive of the
Louisville newspapers for 8'-2
years. Before that he was
managing editor of The
Louisville Times. He joined
the Louisville newspapers as a
Courier-Journal reporter in
1949.

These Coupons
Good Through
Wednesday
Sept. 12,1979

with pore heat germ
oil & honey
Rog. $1.27

WITH COUPON
I)

Coupon Good thru Se . 12,1979

75c

WITH COUPON 4

Coupon Good thru Sept. 12, 1979 lic-,
16-e\ri

VALUABIE 110 COUPON

, VALUABLE
COUPON 0
Peds Fluffy Fleece
;)

Listerine

Bootie Sock

32 oz. size
Neg. $2.31
WITN COUPON
r-LCoupon Good thru Sept. 12, 1979

a
(.4

:)

Assorted Flavors
Neg. 119 Our Price 67'

eArt>

3/$

1 WITH COUPON

Coupon Good thru Sept. 12, 1979
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Annual Civic Music Membership Drive Underway

Continued from Page 11

(From left) Margaret Porter Ruth Howard, Robert Howard, Patricia Clark, Dot Mason and Libby Hart select different foods at the table.

Workers for the 1979-80 Murray Civic
Music membership drive (which lasts
through Friday, September 14 and is
headquartered at the Bank of Murray,
downtown) are the following:
Captain-Mrs. Doris Cella
Workers - Mrs. Phyllis Alvic, Mrs.
Peggy Billington, Mrs. Blanche Titsworth, Mrs. Margaret Trevathan and
Mrs. Beryl Whaley.
Captain-Mrs. Jackie Conley
Workers - Mrs. B. J. Berrill, Mrs. Pat
Kiesow, Mrs. Marjorie Major, Mrs. Pat
Sieber, Miss Frances Sexton and Mrs.
Patricia Weatherly.
Captain-Mrs. Jean Hurt
Workers - Mrs. Barbara Brandon,
Mrs. Maxine Clark, Mrs. Jackie
Farrell, Mrs. Hallie Kopperud, Mrs. Jo
Oakley and Mrs. Emily Wolfson.
Captain-Mrs.Sue Overbey
Workers - Mrs. Muriel Barr, Mrs.
Jane Hopson, Mrs. Evelyn Jones, Mrs.
Dot Mason, Miss Rubye Smith.
Captain-Mrs Pauline Parker
Workers - Mrs. Rainey Apperson,
Mrs. Cecelia Brock, Mrs. Barbara
Erwin, Mrs. Jo Curris, Mrs. Alida
Graves and Ms. Margaret Porter
Captain-Mrs. Martha Cook
Workers - Mrs. Madge Diuguid, Dr.
Alice Koenecke, Mrs. Jean Lindsey,
Mrs.Ella Mae Quertermous, Mrs. June
Warden Smith and Mrs. Ann Uddberg
University Captain-Dr. James Kline
Worker - Miss Ann Herron
Memberships, which may be purchased from any of the above or at the
Bank of Murray, are the same as last
year, 815 per adult; $7.50 per student;
$35 per family with MSU students attending with their ID's.
Patron categories are as follows:
Piano - (gift of $10449 above cost of
memberships); Sustaining Patron (gift
of 850499 above cost of memberships);
Benefactors (gifts of 8100 or more
above cost of memberships); Corporate Sponsor (gift of $100 or more
from a business or corporation).

Norinne Winter chats with a few guests.

Conversations are shared by (from left) M.C Garrott, Cathryn Garrott, Neal Mason, Dot Mason and Bea Farrell.

Larrie Clark (left) and lames Hart exchange comments.

Sitting listening to music are(from left) Kathryn Carman, Ann Uddberg, Jane Boyd, Bill Boyd and Barbara Brandon.
A group of guests enjoys the food and the musk.

Joe Jackson provided music for the event.

A guest talks with (from left) Max Carman, Richard Farrell, Bea Farrell and Maxine Clark.
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Carroll O'Connor Wins
Fourth Emmy As Archie
By J''F.RRY BL CK
AP Television Writer
LOS ANGELES AP Carroll O'Connor won a fourth
Erruny for his portrayal of
cantankerous Archie Bunker
on "All in the Family," while
guest stars from "Taxi" and
''The Incredible Hulk"
claimed other top acting
honors in the Television
Academy's annual awards.
President Carter, in a live
broadcast from the White
House Sunday night, paid
tribute to three slain tv
newsmen during the show that
lasted slightly more than 2L2
hours, the shortest in years.
The audience at the
Pasadena Center reserved its
oiggest ovation for CBS
newsman Walter Cronkite
who received the Academy
Governor's award. Cronkite
gently reminded them that tv
entertainment, like news, had
"done a pretty fair job, not
good enough, but pretty fair."
Another favorite Was 71-

year-old Milton Berle, who
was honored for his longtime
contribution to television. In
his acceptance speech Berle
claimed he had only a single
one-liner:
"I can't tell you what this
means to me."
"Taxi," in its first year on
ABC, was named the outstanding comedy series. "Lou
Grant" was named best
drama series.
O'Connor's award was for
best actor in a comedy series-:
,
Ruth Gordon won as best
actress in a comedy series for
a guest role on "Taxi."
Ron Leibman, whose show
"Kaz" was canceled by CBS,
was named best lead actor in a
drama series. "This is very
surprising," Leibman quipped. "Here it is Sunday night,
and 'Kaz' is not pre-empted."
Mariette Hartley won as
best actress in a drama series
for a guest appearance as the
dilated bride of Bill Bixby on
CBS's •'Th Incredible Hulk."

PIECE

SUITS

2/3"
MIX OR MATCH
Prices Creed Toes. Wei Mine.
&me II 12.13

SHIRTS

one HOUR

LAUNDERED AND
PRESSED TO PERFECTION
GOOD ALL WEEK
ON HANGERS
OR FOLDED

DRY

cLeaneRs
Central Shopping Center
Open'? a.m. to 6 pin

Phone 753-9525
6 Days A Week

I 1:1111:41

Summit Ends 2. Notice
Bible study each evening any
by phone Free Store tar
With Mixed thetime needy,
all donations appreciated Bible Facts /59Reactions
4600
or

The Incredible Hulk"
claiped other top acting
honors in the Television
Academy's annual awards.
ABC's "Friendly Fire" was
named the best drama
special, but stars, Carol
Burnett and Ned Beatty, lost
the acting honors for the
category to Bette Davis for
CBS's "Strangers: The Story
of a Mother and Daughter"
and Peter Strauss for "The
Jericho Mile."
''Friendly Fire" told the
story of an Midwest farm
family's anguish over the
death of their son by
American fire in Vietnam. In
CALLOWAY COUNTY BROWN LEADERS - Democratic gubernatorial candidate
accepting
his
Emmy,
executive producer Martin
John Y. Brown Jr. met recentiv with leaders of the Brown for Governor campaign in
Calloway County. Pictured from left to right are: Calloway County campaign coorStarger dedicated the award
-to the memory of Michael
dinator Bill Warre-7. ioii. v Brown Jr.; Calloway County campaign coordinator Mary
Mullin and his family of
Beth Warren.
LaPorte,Iowa."
. ABC's "Roots II" was
selected as best limited series,
but only Marlon Brando won
in the acting category for best
supporting player. Brando,
who had refused an Oscar for
his role in "The Godfather" in
1973, was not present.
"I'm sure if Mr. Brando
businesses from TVA.
Department and the center
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The
were here he'd thank the
The Tennessee Valley are considering the feasibility
Tennessee Valley Authority,
Academy. Perhaps not,"
which provides electricity to Center will be working wit'h of locating the center's
deadpanned actor John Ritter,
Kentucky's far western and the Department of Com- Kentucky office director in the
who presented the award.
southern central areas, has merce's newly formed small Louisville small and minority
CBS's -Lou Grant," which
minority
business business development office,
opened a Memphis, Tenn., and
led the nominations with 14,
office that will work with the development division, which which is at1135 W. Jefferson St.
picked up only one additional
Kentucky Department of has offices in Frankfort, The Kentucky office is
Emrny-for writing.
scheduled to be in operation
Commerce- to improve the I ,ouisville and Madisonville.
The
NBC
miniseries minority business climate.
Floyd Taylor. director of the by mid-October, but that of"Backstairs at the White
The Tennessee Valley new division, said,"One of the fice will got be in competition
House," with 11 nominations,
Center for Minority Business first priorities of the field with the Commerce office,
won a single craft award.
Development, a private, non- offite will be to identify what Taylor said.
ABC received 20 awards in profit corporation
-We plan to work together
, is expected minority businesses would
all categories, including the
to provide the impetus for like to do business with TVA for the improvement of
craft awards presented
translating TVA's "new and then find out how they minority businesses in the
Saturday night, NBC received commitme
state," Taylor said. "They'll
nt to minority can."
15, and CBS 13. Five Emmys
•'1 think TVA's new in- just be centering, mainly on
economic development into a
went to PBS and three went to
in
minority the businesses that can
living and dynamic reality," volvement
syndicated shows.
development produce a good or service
President Percy Harvey said economic
recently
dedication programs will provide im- needed by TVA."
at
petus for growth by minority
ceremonies in Memphis.
Calvin Herring, business businesses in areas that have
development director for the recently been defined by the
LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP - center, said field offices will national office of minority
An escapee from the Kentucky be located at the seven-state businesses enterprise,"
said.
Correctional Institution for TVA region - Kentuck, Taylor.
He said those areas include
Women was apprehended Tennessee, Virginia, Nor a
Sunday in Oldham County. An Carolina,
Alabama, construction, energy, new
technology
institution spokeswoman said Mississippi and Georgia.
and
comFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Susan Davis, 24, escaped
The Kentucky °flirt!. mercialization.
Terry
McBrayer's
apThe
Friday night. She had been Herring said, will be located in
Tennessee Valley
pointment to the University of
returned to the prison last Louisville in an effort to aet Center for Minority Business
Kentucky' Board of Trustees
month for a parole violation.
contracts
minority Development is made up of has been met
for
with mixed
eight directors from the seven
reactions, particularly from
states of TVA's region.
those who felt that a black
The Kentucky represenREPEAT THE CLESTON,
should have been named to the
tative
is
V.
Joseph
WILL OU,.YtAAM?THERE'S
Shipman. post
instead.
president of Continental
AN
ECHO
DOWN
HERE...
McBrayer, an unsuccessful
reeleill7F
National Bank in Louisville.
Taylor said the Commerce Democratic candidate for
governor in the May primary,
was appointed last week by
Gov. Julian Carroll to succeed
Zirl Palmer, whose four-year
term expired. Palmer was
LOUISVILLE, Ky. API - UK's first and only black
WW0111
Energy and money will be the trustee.
featured topics at the Ken"As to Terry's own
I GUESS
HOCOL ATE'
tucky Council of Cooperatives qualifications, I won't comBARE
meeting in Louisville Oct. 4-5.
ment on that," said Edward F.
Speakers will include Sen. Prichard Jr., vice president of
Walter Huddleston, D-Ky., the Kentucky Council on
Val
and Gov. Julian Carroll, who Higher Education.
will present special awards to
"I do think it's important
14 Kentucky high school that we have more black
students who participated in board members at all our
American
the
Private state institutions," he said. "I
Enterprise System program.
regret that we've had a back-

Commerce Department
To Be Aided By TVA

Institution Escapee
Apprehended Sunday
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THE RADIO
SAID THIS
IS THE
HOTTEST
DAY OF
THE YEAR

I WONDER IF
T REALLY
15 THAT
HOT
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THERE WAS A FIRE
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IN A JUNGLE EPIDEMIC, HE
HEADED A UN MEDICAL
TEAM. DIANA SERVED AS
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A
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Energy And Money
To Be Meeting Topics

•

THE FIRE
HIT THE
POPCORN
SUPPLY

41111
ef41

TRIdo

r

WHY? DO
WE HAVE
TO BURY
SOMETHING
3

WANTED
A good *gibber
lot a cottage
type dwelling consisting of a lice
mobile hose sti a both or, at
ditson of ellTi bedroom and den
vilb .4/0019 wit,dovt Overlooking
the water in
lir et nice cool
M dried let 110000. large moo*
lot a side aNtllog !he lot afoot is
eat Re pass ol tite !Mire place,
$11,500 Central as
condition-4 electric boa, ideal for
valiant:15 !mhos Of weasel
Good tonal income, selected slithered canal be foe( boot
Plane 4310483.
WANT AD
Ct ASSIFICATIONS
h•r• is a ready
referenc• that will quickly
h•lp
you
locat• th•
classification you are looking for.
I. legal Notic•
2. Notic•
3. Cord of Thanks
4. In Memory
S. lost and Found
6. Help Worded
1. Situation Wonted
10. Bus. Opportunity
II. Instructions
12. Insurance
13.ForSaleorTrodo
14. Wont To Buy
IS. Articles For Saks
16. Hom• Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
le. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
10. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
21. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV -Radio
27. Mobil* Horn• Sales
28. Mob. Horn• Rents
19. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Wont To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or lease
37. livestock -Supplies
313. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Suppli•s
10. Produc•
Public Sol•
12. Horn• loans
43. Real Estat•
44. lots For Sale
15. Forms For Sal•
46. Homes For Sole
17. Motorcycles
48. Auto. Servic•s
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
59. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57 Wanted

McBrayeris Appointment
To UK Board Of Trustees
Creates Mixed Reactions

)
ir

ofb

HAVANA,Cuba I API -The
6th non-aligned summit
meeting has ended with
displays of unity along with
apprehension among some of
what Fidel Castro will do
during his next three years as
official spokesman for the
Third World.
The most vivid symbol of
non-aligned unity came
shortly after the Cuban
president brought down the
gavel on what was perhaps the
most raucous summit in the
movement's history.
Castro, leader of the leftist
forces within the 95-nation
movement, offered a warni
embrace to Yugolav President
Josip Broz Tito, the last
surviving founder of the
movement and the principal
advocate of neutrality between the United States and the
Soviet Union.
Both could claim victory as
the conference came to an end
at 9:35 a.m. Sunday after 13
hours of all-night wrangling in
the new Palace of Congresses
on the outskirt
.‘a
Castro got to:
fence to
condemn U.S. policies in the
Middle East, Latin America
and southern Arica. But Tito
blunted Castro's effort to put
the movement on record in
implicit support of Soviet
foreign policy objectives. The
final conference declaration
reaffirmed the "validity of the
the principles of nonalignment."
As host for the conference,
which drew 54 chiefs of state
or heads of goverrunant,
lesser-ranking
representatives of 84 other countries
and more than 1,000 lournalists,,Cuba will preside over
the movement until the next
summit, scheduled for 1982 in
Baghdad,the capital of Iraq.

ACROSS
1 Tether
6 Army officer
11 Pertaining
to old age
12 Stayed
14 Bone
15 Planet
17 1,760 yards
18 Be ill
20 Sum
23 Nothing
24 Part in play
26 Memoranda
28 Continent
Abbr
29 Fasteners
31 Opulent
33 Speck
35 Mast
36 Chiefs
39 Haste
42 Printer's
measure
43 Choice part
45 Withered
46 Arab wear
48 Growing out
of
50 Offspring
51 Vend
53 Needlefish
PI
55 Delirium
• tremens
labbr )
56 Qualities
59 Female relatives
61 Strainer
Performed
62
DOWN
1 Injury
2 Printer's
measure
3 Goal
4 Lath
5 Lo042-le99d

bird
6 College
deg
7 Hebrew
month
8 Man's nick anme
9 Norse god
10 Enjoy
11 Towers
13 Stall
16 Pack away
19 South American animal
21 The sweetsop
22 Jumps
25 Lyric poem
27 Strikes
30 Gravestone
32 Corners
34 Ireland
36 Fewest
37 Burning
coals
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BUST

38 Hart
49 Man's name
40 Worn away
52 Falsehood
41 Hollows
54 Deposit
44 Babylonian
57 Kind of set
hero
58 Compass pt
47 Turkish regi- 60 Cerium symment
bol

wards step on that."
The university has no
control in the appointment of
the 16 trustees, according to
UK President Otis Singletary.
He noted that the trustees are
not paid for their service on
the board.
"We regret to see any good
board member leave us and
Zirl Palmer has certainly
been a good board member,"
Singletary said. "At the same
time, we welcome Terry."
The UK president said
McBrayer has a vast
knowledge of the workings of
state
government
and
education.
The acting director of UK's
Minority Student Affairs office, Chester Grundy, said he
would have preferred that the
governor replace Palmer with
another black.
"He should be replaced by
someone that has the interest
of blacks uppermost in mind,"
Grundy said.
"I'm not really commenting
on it r McBrayer'a, appointment(." said Galen
Martin, executive director of
the Kentucky Commission on
Human Rights. "I have very
good things to say about Zirl
Palmer. His appointent to the
board was a good appointment. I think each of the
universities ought to have at
least one black representative
on their boards."
McBrayer said his appointment wasn't a question of
replacing a black. "It just so
happened that that was the
only term that was up."
"I was very pleased that the
governor saw fit to appoint
me," McBrayer said. "I have
always wanted to serve on the
board. I have always been
interested in higher education.
I always felt I was a leader in
that particular field."

Services To Be Held
MINN WWWW
minim iiimmmnii For Louise Breathitt
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HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.(AP)
- Funeral services will be
held to-,ay in Hopkinsville for
Louise Breathitt, a former
bank official and member of a
politically prominent family.
She died Saturday at age 81.
She was the daughter of a
former state attorney general,
the sister of a former
lieutenant governor and the
aunt of former Gov. Edward
T.Breathitt Jr.
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P ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the day before publication.
Excluding
classified ads for Monday. We ask you to call
by 10 a.m. Saturday.
To have an ad
cancelled
before
publication you will
need to contact us by 8
a.m. that morning in
order for it not to appear in that day's edition.

EX-DEBIT
AGENTS
Did you leave the debit
business because of the collections, the servicing, paperwork,and lack of earwigs'

Here

at

AMERICAN

RF,PURLIC INS CO. our
representatives only sell, and
the
Company
supplies
everything we need at no cost'
to us, including a completely
paid training program and
field
training
with
management.
We offer unlimited income
alter training. We give you
one of the finest 10-year vested
renewal contracts in the
business both HEALTH &
LIFE. We vnll show you how
you are paid for 10 years on
sales you make each week
In short, we offer you one of
the finest opportunities in the
insurance business and you
owe it to yourself and your
family to talk with me in a personal interview. Let me prove
to you that there really is a
good "SALE-S CAREER" for
you with our Company
Please contact.
E R Rell, Manager
American Republu Insurance
Co.
P0. Box 2111
Jackson, Th 38301
(901 604992

What we do best is care
Needline, 753-6333

I

BIBLE CALL
"Does it owner whet
we believe es keg es it
is Molest?" 751-4444 or
Chlidren's Story 7334443.

1
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2. Notice

LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
11. Instructions

26. IV Radio
•

ad-
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43. Real Estate

47. Motorcycles

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

lyncha Cochran Dance Studio For sale' Electrophonic stereo.
1979 YZ-80 great ^condition Can't get those small lobs Ken's Lawnmower and chainweddings with • Per
registration for dance and gym- AM-FM stereo radio, 8-track
around the house or mobile saw repair 118 South 4th Fast
Call 753-8257
Touch
nastics Call 753-4647
tape, and turn table. Excellent
home done? Carpentry, pain- service 753-7400
49. Used Cars
condition, $100. 436-5508
ting, plumbing, aluminum
CARTER STUDIO 14. Want To Buy
Extra income plus on ideal
after 6 pm.
1978 Buick Skylark Landau, siding, patios, small concrete Ken's Lawnmower and chain
home can be yours with o purWanted to buy standing
153-8298
305 V8 gets 23 mpg 13,800 jobs. Call 436-2562 after 5 pm saw repair 718 South 4th Fast
chase of this 4 bedroom brick
service. 753-7400.
timber, top prices paid 489- Stack 3 Mosbey's CB antenna,
actual
miles one owner Call Concrete
home
with
central
heat
ond
Mexico.
can talk to Canada and
and block work. Block
2334
air.
Has
753-0366
2
bedroom
apartment
New $150, now $75. 492garages, basements, driveways.
f lee Store 759-4600
CARTER STUDIO
on lower level and also 2
15. Articles For Sale 8834
1977 Buick Park Avenue, 4- walks, patios, steps, free
mobile home hookups. See
WEDDINGS &
door, loaded, all equipment, estimates. 753-5476
Baby bed, $15. Call 753-9911. 27. Mobile Home Sales
this property.
It's A
sun roof. 1977 Caprice
PORTRAITS
Carpentry service. Whatever
For sale Glass fireplace For sale Armour double wide
Fact
Chevrolet, 4-door, loaded, all your needs, old or
new, quality
enclosure, 39"x27", antique 24x54, just remodeled 437753-8298
equipment, moon roof 1'916 work. Call
Free Gift
753-0565
brass, practically new, $75. 4729
Monarch Ghia, loaded, all
Call
after
6 pm, 436-5483.
Wrapping
equipment 1977 T-Bird. load- Carpet cleaning, at reasonable Licinsed Electrician and gas in28. Mob. Home Rents
F.
Lai\"pF. At
Portable typewriter. 753-8668.
ed, all equipment. 1978 T-Bird rates. Prompt and efficient ser- stallation, will do plumbing
In Hardin, unfurnished 12x65,
Town Landau, all equipment. vice. Custom Carpet Care. 489- heating and air conditioning
INSURANCE
Starks Hardware
2 bedroom, bath, large covered
Call 753-7203.*
1977 Malibu Classic wagon, 9 2774
16-.41-ome Furnishings porch, natural gas, air, builtS. REAL ESTATE
12th & Poplar
passenger.
Call
free
cleaning,
Licensed electrician. Service
498-8739
Poor
Carpet
ANYTIME
753-3263
Antique bedroom and dining ins, city water and sewer.
753-1227
Boy Used Cars, Stateline Rd., 1 estimates, satisfied references, calls our speciality. Call
128 Si.
N.
392
room
suite.
Call
753-1984.
per
$160
Adults,
no
pets.
FREE PARKING!
_
mile west of Hazel on John Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean- Earnest White, 753-06,05
Coppertone
frost-free month plus security deposit
Three bedroom, PI baths, liv- Latimer farm.
1979 United Feature Syndicate, Inc
ing Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning, Mobile Home anchors
Call
395-7061
5. Lost and Found
refrigerator, $160 Call 159ing room, kitchen and den, city
Aluminum and fiberglass
1971
Chevrolet,
4-door.
gray 753-5827
Two bedroom, all electric, Watch Out for their two dollar bills and new water and sewer, single garage and
Found large puppy, black and 4401
underpinning, white, beige.
black,
$500.
Phone
removed
stumps
need
after
6
You
Do
with concrete drive in
brown found in Gatesborough Early American naugahyde water and garbage pickup furand brown. Roofs sealed. Also
silver
dollars,
pm 753-0818
son."
cleared
land
yard
or
your
from
Westwood Subdivision. For
Call 753-7344
couch, chair, and love seat nished, one mile out of city
patio awnings. open or screenmore information call Purdom For sale 1974 Gran Torino of stumps? We can remove ed in, with or without
limits. No pets. Phone 753- 43.
Found Doberman Pincher. Call 753-4507
43.
Real
Estate
windows.
Real
the
below
Estate
24'
to
up
stumps
good condition 759-1078 after
& Thurman. 753-4451.
5405 after 6 pm.
Owner may claim by identify- For sale 2 end
ground, leaving only sawdust Also carports, single and doutables,
one
5
pm
Brand new 2 bedroom, 1 bath,
ing, paying for this ad and feed
Three bedroom cedar cabin,
and chips Call for free ble sizes. Jack Glover, 753round lamp table, one coffee Two bedroom mobile home in built-in
appliances, city water
bill. Phone 436-2336 after 6
Panorama Shores, with
estimate, Steve Shaw 753- 1873 after 6 pm.
Georgeous lakeview
table, one gold chair. 753- Riveria Courts, $165 per mon- and sewer, nice
size lot. Call
FOR
Franklin fireplace. Call Purdom
fl .
home. Everything
9490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343
Painting done to satisfaction
5895.
th. 759-4496 after 6 pm.
•Purdom & Thurman 753-4451.
& Thurman 753-4451.
goes with this 3 BR, 2
Lost male cat. gray and white, For sale' Westinghouse
Do you need a carpenter' Will Interior or exterior. Free
SALE
30.
Rental
Business
bath home in Pine
Choice waterfront lot. Nicely
wearing white collar. Could be
do paneling, additions, small estimates. Experienced. Call
1977 Cutlass Supreme AM/FM
refrigerator; bedroom suite;
Bluff Shores. Owner
Commercial building near wooded with a building site
hurt Lost in vicinity of Doran like new box springs
Radio. Tilt Wheel, Power Steeror what have you. Call after 5 pm 753-8442.
jobs,
•
and matwill leave all apthat has a fine view of the lake.
Road Rewardr Call 753-9906
ing & Brakes. White with Blue
436-2516.
Will' haul driveway white rock
including
tress; living room suite; antique University. Call 753-2967 after Good road
pliances
Vinyl Top. 83475. Call after 6
access. The owner
microwave. Den has
6. Help Wanted
oak dresser and rocker. Call 2 pm.
For your coal needs, call 797- and Ag lime, also have any type::
p.m. 753-1613.
wants to sell this property now!
Ideally
bar.
wet
For rent downtown location John
8318
or write Edward lpock, of brown or white Pea gravel.,.:.
Babysitter needed, five days a 435-4128
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
"la BOYD-MAJORS
located on 3 lots. AskConvenient,
safe,
storage
1,
Dawson Springs, KY Call Roger Hudson. 753-6763 •.•
Rt
stationwagon,
Torino
1973 Ford
week, 7 am til 4 pm. Six antique cherry chairs with
1111 Sycamore, Murray. 753ing $57,500. Make an
REAL ESTATE
or 753-4545.
warehouse up to 1000 square 0101 or
42408
436-2658.
$675.
References required. Call 753- cane seats. 753-7906.
753-7531 or call Bob
offer.
753-8080
feet, $100 per month Call 17238
Rodgers, 753-7116.
1975 Gran Prix, Li model, good Fence Sales at Sears now. Call Will do plumbing, heating and
Seven foot velvet couch, ex- 522-8469.
ProfessionalSersne,
two-tone red and Sears 753-2310 for free air conditioning, repairs and
condition,
Babysitter needed for 3 month cellent condition $65. Call
lth The FrieridIN Totkch
JOHN SMITH
remodeling around the home,
31. Want To Rent
burgandy, loaded. Must sell, estimates for your needs.
old baby. Call 753-2727
753-8598
such as; painting, carpentry,
living
Easy
753-8257.
best
offer.
fencing
For' your chain link
Would like to rent 3 or 4
Heating and air conditioning
and concrete. 753-2211 or
Start pampering yourinstaller with service ex- 18. Sewing Machines bedroom home in city school
1975 Pontiac, AM-FM tape, 2- needs, contact Montgomery 753-9600.
Cona
with
self
estimates.
Ward.
Free
753
district.
753-8031
anytime
perience. Good pay - For sale used
door hardtop, $1795. Call 753Wet basement? We make wet
Singer sewing before 10 pm.
dominium. No more
1966.
negotiable. Ideal Heating and
4445.
basements dry, work completemachine. Zig-zag and all athome
lawn work,
Air Conditioning, 376-51.13.
Firewood
for
sale.
Call
753- ly guarenteed. Call or write
tachments. Sews perfect. fully 32. Apts. For Rent
1973 Thunderbird, has all the
upkeep, just plenty of
6774 Monday, Wednesday, and Morgan Construction
COME HOME
753-7411
Help wanted: apply in person guarenteed. Cash price, For rent: Olive Street apartextras plus a new set of tires.
Co.,
leisure time. For only
Friday between 8 and 5, after 7 Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah..
AROUND THE CLOCK
TO COMFORT
at the Rib Shack, 901 Col- $39.95 Call Martha Hopper, ments, one room efficiency.
$1350. Phone 1-354-6217.
$11,000 you may buy a
call
435-4439.
dwater Road
KY 42001. or call day or night,
354-6521.
Extra sharp three
nice apartment in a 4
$90. Near campus. Call 75350. Used Trucks
Guttering by Sears, Sears con- 1-442-7026.
Manager triinee. Rapidly ex- 19. Farm Equipment
bedroom, 2 bath brick
unit condominum, all
6737.
For sale: cleanup and body
1979 Chevrolet Scottsdale, tinous gutters installed per
panding shoe company, exveneer home located
included.
furniture
shop, Stadium View Drive. Call
power and air, cruise. Also a your specifications. Call Sears Will do housecleaning and
cellent career opportunity, ex- Must sell! All-steel, clear-span Nice furnished apartment. See
University. Has
Keniana
Located
near
in
Purdom
houseplant care. Call Kim, 492&
Thurman
753-4451.
1414
Vine
per
at
$75
Street.
Ford, 61,000 actual 753-2310 for free estimates.
AG
building,
1968
40'02'x14',
large
cellent benefits. Must be willlarge eat-in kitchen
Shores approximately
8857
or 436-2667.
month
miles, good running condition. Have your driveways white rockThree bedroom, 3 bath home.
ing to relocate after training door included. $5795. F.O.B.
and family room with
300'to boat ramp.
Your trees could be silently suf762-2401
pm
before
4
Call
Call
$4595.
40.x48'x14'.
also
Two bedroom apartment, furden with fireplace, fenced in
period Call 759-4920 and ask
ed before bad weather. Free fering from insect
Outside
built-ins.
$Priced Right$
attack and
after 4 pm 753-3518.
collect 614-237-2740.
yard, city school district. Call
nished. Call 753-5140.
for Agnes Brush.
estimates. Clifford Garrison, or fungus disease. A new
storage - large woodput
will
$19,400
Only
Purdom
&
Thurman
753-4451.
manager.
fenced
working shop,
1976 Ford Explorer pickup, 753-5429 after 4 pm.
Wheat drill, like new. 382- 36. For Rent Or Lease
Need full time bakery
method of pesticide injection
you in this 3 BR., neat
automatic, power and air, AM- Insulation blown in by Sears, to your trees can correct most
in back yard with plenExcellent pay and benefits. 2327
Very nice older home in New
corlarge
on
a
home
FM radio with tape player, save on these high heating
ty of shade. Priced in
Send resume to P.O. Box 787, 20. Sports Equipment
Providence. Living room, kitand of these problems easily and
ner lot. Economical
Michelin steel belted radials. cooling bills. Call Sears,
the low $30's. Phone chen, utility, 2 bedrooms and
Murray Experience in bakery
quickly. Scientific and effec753carpeted,
heat,
gas
7 ft. pool table, excellent conKopperud Realty 753Office Space For
topper, 47.000 miles, very 2310. for free estimates.
preferred.
bath on main level. 2 bedrooms
tive. Call today. EPA certified.
upstairs
large
dition. Call 753-4647.
Real
full-time
days.
753-3456
7531222
for
clean.
on upper floor. Nice wooded lot
Kelley's Termite & Pest ConNeeded' babysitter for two
Rent. Call 153bedroom. A good inEstate Service. We are and priced at only $18,750.
5402 nights.
Herndon's
trol, Inc., 100 South 13th
children. 5 days per week. 159Sycamore
on
vestment
members of Multiple Shroat-Waldrop Real Estate,
7618 after 5:00
22. Musical
Portable Welding
Street, Murray, KY 42071.
'355.
ri 1974 Trans Star cab over
- see this today.
Listing Service.
759-1707.
Phone 753-3914. 33 oars of
diesel, cummings engine, wet
Service
Reliable cook needed. Apply in Clarinet, only a year old, $130.
Rt. 6, Box 154,
experience in pest control.
kit, $13,000 or trade for
Phone 753-9345 or 753-9796.
person, Fern Terrace Lodge.
Welcome
to
505
Whitnell!
Commercial property about
Murray, Ky.
acreage. Call 437-4760 or 43756. Free Column
One Conn guitar, brand new, 6
acres on Kentucky 94 E on- Come on over...you'll like the 44. Lots For Sale
9. Situation Wanted
Mini
753-9507
4852.
convenient
location.
Near
the
string
ly
one
mile
from
classical.
town.
$200
Approxor
best
Away
from,
everything!
No
Free kittens. Call 436-5502.
Man with 12 years experience
Warehouse
imately 5.500 sq. ft. of shopping center. branch banks, neighbors, no noises, no inter- 1975 Van, Plymouth Voyager,
in production and inventory offer. Comes with case and acStorage
Space
showroom, shop and office groceries. 3 bedroom brick and ruptions - just beautiful nature. power steering and brakes. Call
control, truck dispatcher, cessories. 767-4471.
For Rent
space. Paved parking area plus wood home...large fireplace in 7 wooded lots fronting on 2 753-3792.
Home window cleaning, no job too large
general foreman.and freight Spinet Piano used like new. Usroom
for outside display. living room...Call 753-1492 for roads. We'll show you how to 51. Campers
753-4758
consolidation seeking job. Call ed console and grand pianos.
or
small, reasonable rates, insured and
Suitable for marine, furniture, more information Offered by get away from it all for only
Practice pianos. New Baldwin
354-8820.
Coachman,
travel
24
ft:
1970
Loretta
Jobs
Realtors.
experienced.
Call 759-1176 day or night.
$3500. Call Spann Realty
acres for wheat. Call 753- farm machinery, auto sales,
trailer, excellent condition.
26 year old veteran, going to pianos and organs. Lonardo 14
etc. Business is also available.
Associates, 753-77241348.
Piano
Company,
from
across
actual
1969 Cadillac, 44.000
MSU, needs income other than
John C. Neubauer, Realtor.
46. Homes For Sale
miles. No rust. Call 489-2325.
VA benefits. Call after 1:00 pm, the post office, Paris, Ten1111
Sycamore,
Murray.
753nessee.
Warehouse
759-1306.
HOME FOR SALE BY OWNER
576 scjitare foot A-frame house, Overhead camper for long
0101 or 753-7531 or call Linda
23.
Exterminating
Storage
partialli redecorated. stove and wheel base truck, in good con- In Meadow Green Acres, just 1% miles south of
Drake, 753-0492.
Want to work part-time in an
refrigerator included. Located dition. $600. Call 492-8515.
Murray. Lovely 3 bedroom, 1% bath, brick home
office. Able to type, (82 wpm)
Space
For sale: 10 acres near Colin Lakeway Shores subdivision.
file, run machines and do odd
/
2 lots with fenced back yard (excellent for
dwater. Three acres in beans, 7
Travel trailer, 28 ft. Driftwood. on 11
For Rent
Boat ramp and accessories.
jobs. Have had previous exacres timber: Good building
nice, all extras, and air young children & pets). Central heat & air, built-in
extra
weal for storing noose full of
Yearly water bill $30. $15,000.
COUNTRY LIVING
perience as clerk typist. Call
site. Only $9000. 23 acres near
furniture, cars, antiques,
conditioned. $4000. Call 354dishwasher, drapes, utility room, and closet
Call 759-4808.
767-2779 and after 7 pm 753business overflows, etc.
Elm Grove, all fenced and sowThree 'acres and a
6521.
galore. Garage with electric door opener
space
6335.
Phone 753-7618 after 5:00
For sale or rent: 2 bedroom
ed in permanent pasture.
tri-level
beautiful
and extra-high TV aerial for good reception. City
Offered
Services
53.
P.m
Small lake. Good building site
house to settled people only by
home situated on a hill
Young lady with 4 years exwater but no city taxes! Over 1700 total square
Byers Brothers & Son-General
owner. 753-1988.
on blacktop. $25,000. Galloway
is what you can have
perience typing, bookkeeping,
feet. Your chance for an excellent buy at
Livestock-Supplies
37.
remodeling,
home
framing,
Realty.
only
522
$56,900.
Main
Street,
for
This
phone
4
filing, key punch, sales, shipp47. Motorcycles
$42,500.
aluminum siding, gutters, and
bedroom, 2 bath home
ing and receiving seeking job.
30 feeder pigs. Call 435-4548. 753-5842
Yamaha
$250.
753MX-80.
1-395-4967
roofing.
or
Call
1is
uniquely
designed
Call today,759-1410
:all 354-8820.
For sale: 3 Duroc sows with
1210 after 4 pm.
362-4895.
and decorated for the
11111MMINNI!
Ainley
Auction
pigs 6 weeks old. bred Duroc
10. Bus. Opportunity
large family wanting
Realty Sales
Hampshire
gilts,
boar,
one
and
istablished clothing store do- 24. Miscellaneous
room and privacy.
Col IRMIlliimur
a butcher hog. Calf 753-1348.
ns good business. Well located
Part of the house is unind in business for several To settle estate: Man's 14 Rolled hay for sale. 489-2495.
finished and ready for
-ears. Good opportunity for so- karat diamond solitaire, white 38. Pets-Supplies
your own ideas. All
neone to own their own gold mounting, jeweler's
this located just
iusiness. Call Spann Realty estimate $3,000. If interested A pair or Cockatiels, one year Garden Courtyard! Creative
minutes from the lake.
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
•
old, finger tame, cage includ- landscaping and imaginative
write P.O. Box 32 K.
sssociates, 753-7724.
Call today for an aped. Best after. 757-4471 after planning have made this char0.
At
And
Save For A Handy Reference)
pointment. Kopperud
2:30 pm.
ming 4 bedroom, 21
Realty,753-1222.
/
2 bath
IP
0
Dobermans, AKC registered, 6 home completely unique! Plus
A New Insulation Service
OF%4
weeks old, shots and wormed, .lots of extra features. Call 753- Nice country home on approx1492
for
your
private
red
and
rust.
rust,
black
and
showacre
imately
Pi
wooded
lot.
Are you chained to a desk or machine 40 hours every
ing...Offered by Loretta Jobs Home has 2 or 3 bedrooms, livCall 247-3188.
week? Do bells, whistles, and supervisors control
Realtors.
ing room, den with fireplace,
everything you do? Does your work lack opTwo year old registered Doberportunity and challenge? The only difference betman for sale. $75. Call 153- 178 acres with cropland, some good well house and more
fire
ween a rut and a grave is the length. Want to get out
Police
timber,. lake, and creek. Gclod Located on Old Shilo Rd. off 94
2437 or 753-7476.
of that rut, want a chance to develope your real
-road access. Priced less than E. Asking $25,000. Shroat753-1621
753-1441
43. Real Estate
talent and abilities? Stop being a prisoner...call
$500 per acre. Financing Waldrop Real Estate, 759A fine home says a great dal. available. John C. Neubauer, 1707.
This sparkling clean 3 bedroom Realtor, 1111 Sycamore, Mur- Residential building lots
home is easy on the pocket- ray, 753-0101 or 753-7531.
Westwood Subdivision, city
11.111=11111111111•116
book with NA approved insulaMAGIC
water and sewer Priced from
NAT
Murray-Calloway
tion and a lovely 1 bedroom
Call
$5000.
$3000
to
Purdom
Chimney Sweeping in the
Purdom
&
Thurman
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
apartment for added income.
753-4451.
&
Thurman
County Hospital
fine old tradition
a
209 wawa Street
Stretch your dollars, call Spann Insurance & Real Estate
Poison
NEW OFFICE HOURS:
Closed All Day Wed,
Realty Associates, 753-7724.
Quality Service
Excellent 3 bedroom,
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Control
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Murray, Kentucky
home
in
144
bath
rustic
Company
Price of
753-4451
Center
setting near Ky. Lake.
Heat Pump
Calloway County
HAIRCUT $1.25
PRICE SHAVE 75'
On extra large lot with
Specialists
yr...a 713 Jell owe es, a.
753-7588
additional
lots
P•bac 0••••••
Large home - Small price. Here
Rescue Squad
Modern Sheet Metal
-available, central heat
is a nice home near MSU with
and air with fireplace
& Service Departments.
CHIMNEY SWEEPS
5 bedrooms and 2 baths. 2
thermostat connecSALES CAREERS
753-9290
large bedrooms could be
Business 759-41978
Not
pictured is a
tions.
FULL OR PART TIME
rented for income. Living room,
12:x28 bnck workshop
ENJOY THE
with electricity and
dining room, large utility room,.
Start a new career with the K.A.S.H. Team $14,500.
GOOD LIFE
plumbing. Priced well
and more for only $47,000.
, Free
Radio Cab
to $22,500. first year opportunity with America's
below replacement ;
Shroat-Waldrop Real Estate,
Need a retirement
Termite Inspection
Company
fastest growing multi-media and specialty adcost.
REHNISHING &
759-1707.
home? Buy this 2
Flies, Roaches,
vertising firms. Company car and full benefits
bedroom
brick
Silver
home
Si
Fish &Shrubs
New listings...Good locapackage. Earn while you learn, while serving the
JOHN
SMITH
URNITURE
CUSTOM BUILT f
located on Irvan
tion...Building with 18x30
businessmen in your area with new Specialty AdKelley's
Termite
•Retinahing a Repairs
Nene, eardee, eve., sewer,
Avenue. Quiet neighshop, overhead door, loading
vertising Products of Quality and Distinction. No
•Costom Built Furniture
sower sod concrete holt% ow/
&
Pest
Control
.
iWeekght
dn
am
-Midnight
A
i
M
6
7
borhood,
has
large outdock and space for offices.
etc.
•Antlque Dross Hardware
males experience necessary, full or part time
100S. 13th St.
side
storage.
•L,,,,,;(crate17:itchen
Total
of
approximately 1600
positions available. For information write: Mr. Lee
Murray, Ky.
Reasonable
utility
sq.ft...Also shop outside of city
Martin, KENDRICK-ALLENDEB ADVERTISING
bills. Priced at $33,000.
Phone
753-5351
limits
on
approximately
1
acre
CO.,INC.,777 Portland Way North, Box 729, Galion,
Phone
Kopperud
with gas heat. Reasonably pric753-7411
or 153-5352
802 N. 18th Street
Ohio 44833 (419-4E4-5418 "OUR CUSTOMERS
Realty,753-1222.
ed.
.641 SA
Dial 753-1492...Offered by
AROUND THE CLOCK
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11
a
Loretta Jobs Realtor.

1

WILSON

Dial-A-Service

PRISONER?

0
.
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II•
ww -

753-0940
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Modern Energy
Methods

_

753-7505 or 753-8277

Car* rier

753-5131

753-6952

are

Onuurs Hinman'si
Rentals
492-8837

TAXI CAB
SERVICE

'7534703

753-3914
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Deaths and Funerals
Final Rites Held
For B. W. Miller
Final rites for Bonnie W.
Miller were held Saturday at 2
p.m. at the chapel of the J. H.

,4114faM1,4440414•

Mr. Allbritten's
Funeral Rites Are
Held At Church
funeral

The

Disappearance Of MSU
Girl Baffles Authorities

t

ba

EAST

William

for

LANSING,

Mich.

student

science

computer

Dragons."

Churchill Funeral Home with

Burbon Allbritten of Murray

(AP) — The disappearance of

with an intelligence quotient

the Rev. A. H. McLeod of-

Route 5 was held Saturday at 2

a 16-year-old Michigan State

measured at 145, was last seen

University student has baffled

in his dormitory dining hall

Badgley

police

Aug. 15.

official said last

p.m. at the Eastwood Baptist

ficiating.
Thomas

were

Pallbearers

where

Church,

was

he

a

and

private

in-

and Harold Houston, Billy Nat

member, with the Rev. John

vestigators

Galloway, Joe Ed Sledd, L.

W. Terry and the Rev. Dr. Bill

sweltering steam tunnels and

and

Sledd,

Dan

Bobby

Music

Whittaker officiating.

Galloway. Burial was in the

was by Loma Borders, soloist,

Murray Memorial Gardens.

Mildred

Mr. Miller, 72, died Thursday at 6:25 a.m. at the Martin

analyzed

nings, Jerry Conley, and Isaac

their

for

hired by the

James

of

Dallas

Egbert III said Sunday they
may have to return to their

He is survived by his wife,

and Hal Allbritten. Burinl was

base

Valley Galloway Miller; one

in the New Concord Cemetery

information

with the arrangements by the

Ohio, teen-ager turns up.

son,

Joe

Miller,

Hal

Mon-

tgomery, Ala.; four sisters,

Blalock-Coleman

Mrs.

Home.

Susie

Mrs.

Wilson,

Lucille Richerson, and Mrs.
Willie

Jackson,

B.

all

of

survived

Hall,

Arm

one. brother,

70,

died

his wife, Sara

by

Allbritten, • and

one

Richard

Mrs.

Hassel Miller, Murray; three

daughter,

grandchildren.

Henninger, Murray Route 5;

services

Mrs. John T. Bucy, Murray;
four brothers, Leon and I. B.,
Cairo, Ill., Wendell, Murray

for

Rudolph Davis Key were held
Saturday

at 2 p.m. at the

North Fork Baptist Church,
where he was a member and
deacon, with the Rev. James
G. Phelps, the

5,

Rev. David

Powell, and the Rev. Glynn M.

James

and

Max

Allbritten, Madison Heights,
Mich.;

and

children, Rick. Beth, and Tom

Henninger.

Murray Club Will
Hold Open House
A special open house and tea

the church choir led by Ruben

for the general public will be

Regina

organist,

Judy

and

Orr,
Fries,

pianist.

Wednesday, Sept.

held

pallbearers

Active

were

Rickie

and

Orr,

12,

Club

at the

on
and

and Morris Jenkins. Honorary

composed of over 400. mem-

Fletcher,

Charles

Ruben
Paschall,

various projects

promotions of the club

bers,

according

to

Bow-lie

Jones, president, and Cecelia
all

Funeral Home,Paris, Tenn.

Hospital,

Paris,

Tenn.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Jewel I. Morris Key, and
one daughter, Mrs. Warren
Sykes, Puryear, Tenn.; two
grandchildren,
Lee,

Roseville,

Mrs.

Jerry

Mich., and

Mitch Sykes, Puryear, Tenn.;
one

granddaughter,

great

Tabitha Lee.

Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon,Erg,today,furnished to The Murray Ledger Si Times by First of
Michigan Corp of Murray. are as
follows.
Industrial Average
Air Products
American Motors.
Ashland
American Telephone
Bonanza
Chrysler
Ford Motor
GAY.
General Care
General Dynamics
General Motors
General TIre
oodroct,
Wardees
Heublein
.B.M

Jerico.
K Mart
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Tappan
Texaco
Wal Mart
Wendys

+1.71
32 -,-11
734 we
39
563s -64
364B 33,4A
-68
4364 As
11 3,4 -44
1364 unc
41 +1,
4
5934 uric
21'4 -64
1442 +34
-41‘
233'
4
.67k. +3i
203413 2064A
2744 -44
333s
. 2664 uric
126
. -,-44
Zakt
. 32 +44
. 1664B 1764A

paper,

on

Characters

medieval

and

a

activities

in

area

local

for

IYC

will be

tending

"Dungeons

a

Dragons"
Kenosha

and
in

convention

placed

possibly

Egbert there, although checks

the

the

Badgley said tips received

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Kentucky

burley

AP) —
tobacco

ob-

to

apply

Kentucky

to

Farm

three

market

applications will be accepted
until

3t8

Sept.

28

at

local

Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service offices.
He said producers can sign
as much of their quotas as

The Aug. 16-19 convention was

they

sponsored by TSR Hobbies of

Growers are guaranteed the
option of marketing 20 percent

Lake

Wis.,

which

"Dungeons

and

Geneva,

•
V

the youth was not registered,

makes

t 6

Bureau

President Ray Mackey said

of convention records showed

1'

want for the program.
va
P
pr

of their burley in bales.

On

are mew,mem me='gem

planning

to

1975 Olds
Cutlass Supreme

held Thur-

Saturday, Sept.

Miss America To Tell Of Faith

P
Pe .
Y'
Ca

.1/A. tufty

15, a

S

of

Pe ,
83

University. This

will be open to all children and

re

adults of any age, and will be
ATLANTIC
AP) —

CITY,

As the

N.J.

new

Miss

will

take

every

op-

country."
Miss.,

Ackerman,

The

"I

won't

America

use

title

defeated

other

49

Saturday

to

become Miss America 1980..a
title

that guarantees her a

$20,000 scholarship and more

her Christian faith.

Livestock Market

c•

at the Roy Stewart Stadium,
Murray State

on her back.

Government

On

Oct.

21,

1974,

Miss

Missions Program
At Elm Grove With
Jones As Speaker

her

used

un-

committee.

questions

from

skeptical

about

the

When she was 11, her left leg

was crushed

in an automobile

accident. Doctors told her she
would never- walk again.
prayed

the

and

out

instantaneously two inches."

organizations desiring to help
with any4activities of the IYC
are

asked

to

With Genuine GM Parts

come to the

meling on Thursday or call
ManSha Cain at 753-3531.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South
an. w

753-2617
NEC:" Alaimo,iWeega.

re

na
Blue Cross
Blue Shield
Delta Dental

Th
96)

of Kantuclf

in
to
Sc
IP

brunette. "I knew God had
spend the rest of my life in

I
M•

a

Cl

wheelchair."
When

she

was

17,

her

st

physicians told her she would
never be able to have children

en

because her left leg was two
inches shorter than the right

Methodist Church
Dinner Is Planned

rn

se
In
•,

The teachers of the First
United Methodist Church will
honored at a special
be

Te

recognition

dinner on Wednesday, Sept. 12. at 545 a.m.
at the church Hosts for the
occasion

will

Area

Education

on

be

the

en
un

Work
of the

church.
Guest speaker at the dinner,
will be the Rev. Dr. Paul

An orientation for persons
interested in Schutzhund
training will be held Tuesday,
Sept. 11, at 7 p.m. at the
Sherwin Williams Decorating
Center, Murray.
Directing the program will
Mary
Belle
Adelman,

be

regional director for the North
American
Working
dog
Association, who said the
training

program

obedience,
tracking,

and

stresses

protection,
general

dog

education.
For
information
persons
may call 436-2858 or 436-2851.

Hog Market
Federal-State Market New.Sem,r Nov-

ternber 10,1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Report Includes 7 Buying StationsMarket
Receipts. Act 1733 F4t. 250
Barrows3k
Gilts .75 lower Sows 1.00.2.00 higher
US 1.2 200-230 lbs
•
11311 25-38 75
US 2900.240 1150
838 mile 50
us 3-3 240-250 ItA
637 mil go
US 2-4 MO-280 lbs
Sows
US 1-2 270-350Iba
331 0032 na
US 1-3 300450 lbs
829 00-31 110
US 1-3 450,500 lbs
• 901 00-32 50
US 1 500450 lbs
632 50-33 516
US 2-3 300-500 Rai
321 00-m as
Boars 28 ao-n no

4

grow

Keep That Great GM Feeling

persons or

other plans for one than to

Dog Training Will
Be Held Tuesday

SALE ENDS SATURDAY

leg

we

Any

doctors

Church.

ENTIRE 2
,
1 0/
0
STOCK
OFF

Gal

prayed," said the 5-foot-7 inch

master charge

DRAPES

GM QUAUrf

SERVICIE PARTS

IYC

"I

pastor of the South Pleasant
United
Methodist

You better believe it!

local

two

'miracles" in her life.

Grove

COMPLETE FAMILY DEPT STORE

my

the

reporters

former
professor at Lambuth College,
Jackson, Tenn., and now

......

was sitting there very

watched

and

MOW.10,10ItS 1103TI DIVIDOSI

leg to- grow.
"I

groups

One owner, new car trade-in, power
steering, power brakes, air, automatic,
46,215 mi.,factory wheels. $297500

shakeable charm to fend off

Blankenship,

VISA'

Murray State.

are being planned by various

front of about 300 other

believers, she prayed for her

asked," she said. "I sat, and
Prewitt

at

In

reign.
Miss

Association

More activities honoring the

calmly. We prayed and

Christian,

Student

International Year of the child

pearance bookings during her
bornzagain

the

Miss., revival meeting, where

Miss

A

by

Prewitt attended a Jackson,

anything

LOUISVILLE, Ky. - AP - USDA -- except to represent America,"
Estimated receipts cattle and calves MO. the
22-year-old
Mississipi
feeders 60 percent; slaughter steers 25State
University
graduate
1.00 higher: most sdvance on mixed good
and choice heifers 1 CO-1 50 higher; other said at a news conference
slaughter classes opeiung steady, feeders Sunday. "But America would
steady.
Slaughter steers choice 2-4 390-1225 lb be hard to represent without
64.504610, mixed good and choice 2-31000- mentioning God. This is a God
1150 lb 63 0044.50. standard and good 10301200 lb 57.90-63.00;
Slaughter heifers choice 2-4 850-1070 lb
64.50-67.90;
mixed good and choice 2-3 850.
1000 lb 62.50-64.50; good 900.1050 lb 60%6300.
Slaughter cows commercial 3-5 40 004560; utility 1-3 45.0042.25. cutter 1-2 43 0048.00
A special Week of Prayer
Bulls yield grade 1 1190-1645 lb 63 5068 75. yield grade 1-2 1100-1710 lb 58 00- for State Missions program
02.00, yield grade 2 54.03-50.00;
will be held at the Elm Grove
Calves and 'inters. choice 190-300 lb
+Jailers 86.00-96.00, prime up to 103.03; Baptist Church, Highway 94
choice 300-420 lb calves 79 5045.50.
East, on Tuesday, Sept. 11, at
Feeder steers mixed medium and large.
10 a.m.
frame No 1 muscle thickmess 200400 lb
Jones,
Bob
Missions
110 00-136.00. 300-460 lb 9990-112%, 400-500
lb 94 00-104 00 520440 lb 82 00-91 00, 730- Director for the Kentucky
800 lb 7300-77.00. partly fattened offerings
850-910 lb 66.75-69 25, medium frame No 2 Baptist Convention, will be the
330-503 lb 06.0049.00; large frame No 2 speaker. The theme for the
holatems 440.790 lb 64.06-75 00,
Week of Prayer for State
Heifers medium frame No 1 200-300 lb
Missions programs this week
9100-11000. 300-500 lb 0000-9000. few
fleshy 600-715 lb 72.30-7690, medium is "Walk In The Spirit" with
frame No. 2 300-500 lb 70 0040 00. 500-700 lb
special offerings to be taken
65.00-7203.
Stock COW3 medium frame No 1 700-850 for the Eliza Broadus offering
lb indicating 3-5 years of age 5175-62.90,
for mission work throughout
Hogs 1000: compared to last Thursday
ban-owe and gilts 1.00-1.23 lower; US 1-2 the state of Kentucky.
M0-230 lb 31 75-39.95, No. 2 210-240 lb 39 25Each person attending is
39 75; 2-3210-256 lb 3825-3925. sows 1.00
higher: US 1-2 340-450 lb 32 50-33 50; MO-630 asked to bring a sack lunch. A
lb 13 50-34 50. few 34 75. boars over 300 lb
nursery will be provided. All
32.50-34.00;
interested persons are invited
Sheep M. slaughter lambs untested.
feeders fully steady choice and fancy 85- to attend, a church spokesman
90 lb native feeder lambs 50 00-56 00
said.
90-10-79 11.43sed

LERMANS

sponsored

than $50,000 in personal ap-

the

for

and caused too much pressure

re

1.

Bicycle Safety Program will

of

General

game,

intellectual
played

spokesman said.

rate, for the Murfreesboro event at the meeting on Tuesdav.

portunity to tell people about

Mr. Key. 69, died Thursday )

sophomore

Library. All interested persons are welcome to attend, a

advantage

at 11 a.m. at the Henry County '

a

overnight trip to Lexington on Oct. 6, and Murfreesboro, Tenn., contest on Oct. 20 will

public to call during the af-

urges
the

the

late Friday from people at-

the Calloway County Public

ternoon hours.

and

In

usually

Badgley of the campus police.

sday, Sept. 13, at 12:30 p.m. at •

Puryear Cemetery with the

members

parents said he played "live"
in the tunnels.

Tobacco Growers
Have Three Weeks
To File Applications

baled tobacco.

per on Sept. 21, used uniform sale at middle school, Lone Oak contest on Sept. 15,

arrangements by the McEvoy

the

his

players must escape.

school students as well as any other interested persons to attend. Projects of chili sup-

contestants

in

medieval fantasy game called
"Dungeons and Dragons"

investigated over the
weekend, said Capt. Ferman

meeting

but

was

of a

enthusiast

on

for

week

last

campus

being

school, according to Max Brandon, president, who urges all parents of middle and high

proselytize,

Burial

the

weeks

The

general

church.

real-life settings.

producers have almost

Band Boosters will meet Tuesday. Sept. 11, at 7 p.m. in the band room of the high

gospel music composer and

Jones

degree steam tunnels under

the

played

prison from which the other

Year of the Child have been
scheduled this month.

singer

Brock, vice president.
Mrs.

unaware

being

"dungeon master" creates a

leaders of best section, Clarinets, back row, Krit Allbritten. outstanding freshman, Julie

America, Cheryl Prewitt says

Ed Crowder, all deacons of the

was

was

company
week TSR

have attended a games convention in Kenosha, Wis., was

Murray

be discussed. Persons may purchase advance tickets at S4 per ticket, reduced group

Hobbies

A

game

players assume the roles of

might

servance of the International

she won't use her crown to

Fred Orr, Arlin Paschall, and

Egbert

investigators

and

said.

be held from 9 a.m. to 12 noon

The club members will have

Veazey, Roy Gene Paschall.
were

new

nessee at Martin bv the Murray Band Boosters Club. The band has 134 members. Win-

club

Tillman Paschall III, Tommy

pallbearers

unless

the Dayton,

ners were, left to right, front row, Deana Dailey, Amy Noffsinger, Mary Ann Roberts,

house on Vine Street.
display

on

that

Special

from 4 to 6 p.m. by the Murray
Woman's

Freddie

TROPHY WINNERS — Trophies were presented to outstanding band members of
the Murray High School Band at the week long summer camp at the University of Ten-

Sams, rifle captain, best auxiliary unit, and Matt Burke, outstanding upperclassman. The

Orr officiating. Music was by
. with
Fletcher

tip

grand-

three

Texas

International Year
Of Child Events To
Be Observed Here

Chathamm, N. J.; one sister,

Route

in

Egbert.

one son, William R. Allbritten,

Funeral At North
Fork Church For
Rudolph D. Key
Funeral

A

Thursday at about 6 p.m. He is

Murray, and Mrs. Lura Mae
Fulton;

Funeral

Allbritten,

Mr.

the

Police

workers were aiding
for
Egbert,

search

searched eight miles of 115-

Egbert, an

family

Jen-

Dan

Heights, Mich.

tn

arch

Investigat

Pallbearers were Bill and

Place East Hospital, Madison

scoured

youth.

and Jill Howard, pianist.
Charlie

graffiti

three-week

Lassiter, organist,

Harrell,

who

TSR
the

° Give'ern
a shot
in the arm.
Children can still get such serious preventable
childhood diseases as polio, measles, whooping
cough, lockjaw and mumps. Yet, many children
have not been getting the shots they need to be
protected from them.
What about your children? Have they had all
their shots? If not, or if you're not sure, check with
your doctor. Letting your kids go unprotected is an
unnecessary risk of' the health.
At Blue Cross and Blue Shield and Delta Dental
of Kentucky, we're concerned about rising health
care costs. That's why we're working with
consumers, doctors and hospitals to find ways to
hold these costs down.
You can help by taking care of yourself. St4ing
healthy is the best kind of health care—and the
least expensive.
Write us for information on enrolling in quality
health care prepayment plans. For a free booklet on
childhood (limit one), write c/o "Childhood
Booklet" at the following address: Blue Cross and
Blue Shield and Delta Dental of Kentucky, 9901
Linn Station Road, Louisville, KY 40223.
We want 'you to stay healthy.
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